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NPHC Black Alumni Weekend, Step Show 'A Success'
for the event. Such plans have included
fundraising and space reservations as
well as finding a deejay.
T h i s past weekend, the National
She explained, "Stepping is a strong
Pan-Hellenic Council (NPHC), the
cultural entity within African-Amerigoverning body for the nine historically
can tulture and as Longwood continAfrican-American Greek sororities ana
ues to become more diverse, it is very
fraternities on campus, hosted the 2010
important to be able to host such an
Black Alumni Reunion Weekend event
event at this school as it exposes the
on campus. The event was a first for
Longwood and Farmville community
Longwood according to Tiffini Gamto this cultural aspect."
brell, vice president of Zeta Phi Beta
Jones said ideally, all nine NPHC orsorority and vice president of NPHC at
ganizations would step at the event.
Longwood.
But is very hard to get all nice to participate," she explained. "We often nave
I n e weekend began with a Friday
people back out at the very last minute,
night mixer. Lunch was held, as well as
and such was the case this year.
a student showcase midday on Saturday. The purpose of this was to allow
Junior Jessica Cooke attended the
alumni and current students to meet
show and said, "I loved it! I thought it
one another. The Longwood University
was awesome to see all of the alumni
hip-hop dance team, FIERCE, and Jazz
come back and support the event and I
Band performed in Dorrill's Lee Grand
loved how they got the audience inDining Hall on Saturday as well. Afvolved so you were not just sitting there
terwards, a State of the Black Union adthe whole time." Such involvement indress was given in Hull Auditorium.
cluded dance competitions in between
The event was a discussion of campus
step routines as well as in-aisle stepissues pertaining to the African-Amerping,
,
ican population. Campus tours were
James Trent, 91, said the weekend
also held to show some alumni what is
was "amazing." Trent said, "We used to
new at the university.
come back and hunt for things to do,"
but that this year, the organization and
One of the most anticipated events,
planning made it easy to find a prohowever, took place at 7 p.m. Saturday.
gram to attend. "To see all of our fellow
It was the 2nd Annual NPHC
family members working and successBack2theBasics 2010 Step Show, held in
ful ... it's wonderful," he added.
Jarman Auditorium. The event feaPho,
Jesso
Alumni come back to reunite and reconnect during the NPHC Black Alumni Weekend from Nov. 5-7.
°*
^
tured three collegiate step teams as well
Gambrell, in an email, added, "I think
as one high school team. Visiting step
that overall the Step Show went very
teams included Manchester High winners in the female category were said there were about 135 African- fairs, the Alumni Relations Association well and I'm proud of our National
School, the Virginia Tech chapter of Delta Sigma Theta, first place, and Americans at the school during that and the Office of Fraternity and Soror- Pan-Hellenic Council for the time and
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority, the Nor- Alpha Kappa Alpha, second place. time. To Hayes, the weekend was an ity Life. As a council, the various effort they put in." She added, "I think
folk State chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha Alpha* Phi Alpha was the only male opportunity to see people he hasn't NPHC organizations come together that all of tne Black Alumni Weekend
fraternity, and the Delta Sigma Theta group, so they took home the first place seen for. a while and what they all have and promote their similarities as an or- events went extremely well."
sorority chapter at James Madison Uni- trophy.
Gambrell said since this was afirstfor
accomplished. He also said it was a ganization arid provide various services
versity.
the
campus, some things can be imchance
to
take
a
look
at
the
current
to
the
community.
But the fun didn't stop there. An after
Performing twice during the show party and alumni lounge was held from African-American students at LongJameka Jones, who helped promote proved in the future. 'However, I'm
was FIERCE. They performed selec- 10 p.m. Saturday until 2 a.m. Sunday in wood and "see what they are all about." and organize the Step Snow, said via proud of all of the minority organizations from Lady Gaga's "Telephone" the Lankford Student Union. Sunday Hayes complimented the younger stu- email, As someone tnat has seen the tions that came together to make the
and Ludacris's "My Chick Bad."
morning featured a performance by dents who put the event together.
revival/growth of the annual NPHC event a success and foresee it becoming
Gambrell said to the attendants, "I BASIC Gospel Choir during brunch,
Along with the NPHC, the weekend Step Show, I believe that it went really a Longwood tradition in its own right
want to thank you all for coming out inside Dorrill's Grand Dining Hall.
was co-sponsored by the Black Student well." She said there was a great deal of in the years to come."
and being supportive."
Derwin Hayes, '89, said his experi- Association, and BASIC Gospel Choir. behind the scenes work that went into
Before the winners were announced, ence at Longwood was "fairly reward- Other key offices that provided help in- putting on the show. Jones said the
alumni took the stage and stepped. The ing and somewhat challenging." He clude the Office of Multicultural Af- NPHC has spent the past year planning
COREY MORRIS

News Editor
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Lee's Piece Latest in Brock Commons Outdoor Sculpture Program
EMILY B E A U

Rotunda Reporter
T h e second of two recent Brock Commons
sculptures was installed last Thurs., Nov 4. Billy
Lee gave a lecture on his work entitled "Table'' in
Hiner Auditorium. The addition is part of Longwood's Brock Commons Outdoor Sculpture Program. The program, which started in 2004, aims
to "bring to campus contemporary art and artists
to foster intellectual discourse and illuminate the
creative process," according to the Longwood
Center for the Visual Arts (LCVA) website. Juniors and seniors in the art program choose each
sculpture, which remains at the university for two
years.
Following the installation of Wayne Trapp's piece,
"Back from Kyoto, a visual Haiku," outsiae of the
new Heating Plant, Lee's piece was installed in
front of Lancaster Hall. The piece is made of mild
steel and painted over in a sleek black. Lee used
different geometric shapes to create the piece, giving it a unique look that captures ones eye. It is
roughlyfivecubic feet, making its location in front
of Lancaster a perfect fit
"It is the right place for it," Lee said, "because the
piece itself isfivecubic feet, it isn't that big and it

can be easily absorbed." He continued, "The way
it's put at the crosswalk for walking, it's public but
there's still this sort of intimacy about it. So the
choice of putting it there, with its scale, works very
well."
The size of the piece was also an important aspect to Lee. When constructing the piece, Lee "was
very curious about [scale]."

"The way its put at the
crosswalk for walking, it's
public but theres still this
sort of intimacy about it."
He explained, "We usually use ourselves as a measurement for something, and space for a sculptor is
very different in the sense that I think when things
are smaller, I would term it as a more personal, private space. When they get bigger, I tnink they become more public, so size and scale are two
different things altogether because you can have
something very small and have more power than,
say, somethingfiftytimes its size. So I was very cu-

rious about the idea of an object, how we would
relate to it and that's why tnat piece relates to
height."
Lee used similar thinking to come up with the
name for the piece. For Lee the piece sits "just
below eye lever and is smaller than a building. As
people routinely associate a table with an object
one sits around, Lee applied that thinking to his
piece and considers it similar to an "impractical
table."
The piece was fairly easy for the sculptor to construct as well. He completed it at the University of
North Carolina in Greensboro where he is an art
professor. "Table" was made in 1995 and took
about two weeks to complete. Lee made the sculptor completely by himself, as at that time he did
not use assistants to help with his work. As he has
>rogressed as a sculptor and begun constructing
arger and more intense pieces, Lee has started to
utilize assistants to help with his creations when
necessary.
Currently, Lee continues to work as a professor
at the University of North Carolina in Greensboro
and has held displays both nationally and internationally. Lee has worked all over the globe and has
exhibits in various parts of the world including
China, where he made outdoor sculptures, as well

as recentiy finishing a 20-foot-diameter stainless
steel sculpture for the city of Abu Dhabi in the
United Arab Emirates, according to his webpage.
The Brock Commons Sculpture Program is made
possible by the Longwood University Art Department, the LCVA, tne Office of the Provost and
Vice President for Academic Affairs, and the Office of Facilities Management.

f

Photo By: Matt Ortan

Lee's sculpture is made of mild steel and
painted black.
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NEWS
California Says
No to Buzz

New Health Center Holds Grand Opening in Farmville
MEAGAN BURKETT

Business Manager

COREY MORRIS

News Editor
I f you're
looking to go and
smoke
some
cannabis in California for recreation
purposes,
you'll have to wait
a while. In the
November 2 elecNEWS
tion, Californians
r«nT ITlfM
voted
down
V.QLUM1N
Proposition 19,
which would have allowed for the legalization of small amounts of recreationalmarijuana by local governments. Nearly 54
percent of citizens voted "No" for the passage of the proposition.
If passed, Prop 19 would have allowed various pot-related activities, overseen by local
governments, as well as permitted localities
to impose and collect taxes and fairs on the
product. The proposition would have also
authorized various criminal and civil penalties. Only citizens 21 years or older could
grow, possess or use small amounts of pot,
according to the proposition.
Furthermore, possession was defined as
less than an ounce or 25-square-feet of cultivation on private land. Under federal law,
pot would still remain illegal.
Fourteen years ago, California approved
marijuana for mecucinal purposes under
Prop 215. Prop 19 was placea on the November ballot after its qualification in
March 2010. The proposition would have
taken place November 3 if approved.
According to the office oi the California
Secretary of State, the initiative, originated
by marijuana legalization activist and medicinal marijuana provider Richard Lee,
gathered just under 695,000 valid petition
signatures. It needed a total of433,971 to be
considered.
"Yes on 19: Control & Tax Cannabis 2010,"
the advocacy group that supported Prop 19,
posted a note on their Facebook page November 3 that read, "If we all stay committed to this cause, the day when we finally
end cannabis prohibition will soon be upon
us. You can count on that"
The supporters were not immune to heavy
opposition, which came in the form of "No
on Proposition 19," a group that called the
initiative "a jumbled, legal nightmare."
While marijuana might not be such a bad
idea in the future, Prop 19 wanted to legalize the grass through the incorrect way. First
of all, it expressly omitted the definition of
what constitutes for one to be "under the influence" of marijuana.
Critics argued the proposition would have
allowed drivers to legally" drive even if a
blood test showed them to have marijuana
in their blood. It also prevented employers
to require their employees who operate
transportation company vehicles to be drug
free. This posed a particularly interesting liability question for employers.
Most notably, the initiative failed to regulate marijuana like alcohol or tobacco. Instead, it left the task of individually
regulating pot to cities and counties within
their own oorders. If each jurisdiction was
allowed to control marijuana the way they
wanted, it would have made the states ability to control marijuana that much more
difficult
But why exactly did Prop 19 fail? There are
a number of reasons and Californians were
able to pick them up. For one, grass is already legal in a sense. Last montn, the center of the Pacific Coast decriminalized
marijuana, making it a simple infraction to
possess an ounce of pot
What else? The strongest backers of the
proposition, not surprisingly the youth vote,
failed to turn out to theJKMIS, according to
state exit polls. The San Francisco Bay Area,
one of the most liberal regions of the state,
was the only area to lean toward supporting
the measure. In the largest voting population of the state, Los Angeles County, the
initiative failed.
Even though the proposition failed to
make it past the ballot box, it stirred up discussion about a possible pot-loving California. In fact, supporters are aiming at 2012,
where when they plan to place similar initiatives on the ballot in Colorado, Oregon,
and again in California.
But gladly, the proposition failed. It would
have been an issue of drug legalization, public safety, and even Federalism. It was a
power grab by Lee to control the entire marijuana market. In Northern California, the
initiative was a threat to marijuana growing,
which has provided a decent amount of living and income to many citizens in the region- .
Maybe next time Prop 16 can revamp itself
and pose as a real threat to the opposition.
In the mean time, there's a flight leaving for
Amsterdam next week
Better catch that one.

T h is past Saturday, Nov. 6,
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., the
Chippenham and JohnstonWillis (CJW) Specialty
Health Center celebrated
their grand opening at 106
Midtown Avenue in Farmville. The Specialty Health
Center opened on Oct 4 and
has already started treating
patients.
Chippenham and JohnstonWillis are both hospitals in
the Richmond area and both
take over an hour to get to
from Farmville. However,
now Chippenham and Johnston-Willis specialists have
come to Farmville.via the
CJW Specialty Health Center
to serve residents of t h | town
and surrounding areas in a
more convenient location.
Between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.,

Monday through Friday, several . specialists are on staff.
Patients can be seen by a cardiologist, endocrinologist,
O B - G Y N or an urologist The
services offered by specialists
are mostly consultation
based. It is also possible to get
onsite X-rays and lab work
done.
Cardiologists specialize in
disorders of the heart. Endocrinologists specialize in
the management and treatment of hormonal conditions
such as diabetes, thyroid diseases and cholesterol disorders. OB-GYNs specialize in
women's health involving
pregnancy and diseases of the
female reproductive organs.
Urologists specialize in the
urinary organs in females and
urinary and sex organs in
males.
The Specialty Health Center also has an after-hours

walk-in clinic. The walk-in
clinic can treat patients
for minor illnesses and
wound care. Patients who
chose to visit the walk-in
clinic can be treated by emergency room (ER) experienced
doctors. Melissa Ozmar, the
marketing manager for the
health center, saicfvisiting the
walk-in dinic, after operating
hours for Longwood University's Student Health & Wellness Center and other local
practices will be "faster and
easier than an ER."
The Specialty Health Center
will benefit the town of Farmville and the surrounding
areas in many ways. If someone needs to have surgery at
Chippenham or JohnstonWillis, they do not have to
drive back to Richmond for
their follow up; they can
come to the health center instead- Continued on Pg. 3

The new health center is open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

SGA Discusses Budget, Briefed on Internet Gaming Problems
Moore expressed that if they don't get the issue
under control, the university could face consequences such as losing the federal aid that funds
D u r i n g the Ttoes., Nov. 9 meeting of the Student tne university's financial federal aid and federal
Government Association (SGA), Vice President of work-study.
Information & Instructional Technology Services
Rosa Towns was sworn in as the multicultural af(IITS) Dr. Frank Moore came to give nis yearly fairs representative for the SGA. Secretary Brian
presentation. He brought two issues to the SGA, Reid explained that, the dumpsters in the Wynne
one that is of high concern for students and one parking lot have been scheduled to be picked up
that is of high concern for the university.
over Thanksgiving Break and will be returned in
First he touched on the fact that they have re- April for spring move out. He explained when the
ceived a number of complaints regarding issues dumpsters get picked up, it will free about ten or so
with XBOX Live. He explained that resources are more spots in Wynne.
There have been issues with several residence
limited but the department is looking into seeing
what is wrong. Longwood is working with the
University of Nebraska, who is also experiencing
the same issues. There have been complaints about
the system being slow, or not working, and the department is doing experiments to try and figure
out what is wrong. One of the possible reasons for
the problems might be issues of illegal downloading on campus.
That was the second concern Moore brought to
the SGA. Illegal downloading is a major issue right
now, and he explained that back in September, a
student downloaded a complete copy of the
movie"Inglorious Basterds" and almost brought
the entire network down. He also explained mat
last semester, four students were processed
through the judicial system for illegal downloading, but this semester there have already been 30
students who have been processed for the issue.

NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief

halls being very cold. The best way to control the
issue is to put in a work order. That is how the Resident ana Commuter Life Department (RCL)
know there is an issue that needs to be fixed.
One senator brought up an idea about a new
parking pass option. She explained that she works
off-campus and has to leave her room at 5 a.m. to
walk to Wynne parking lot to get her car. She said
it is still dark and the Farmville Area Bus (FAB)
isn't running, making it an unsafe transit to her car.
Continued on Pg. 3

Perks &
Incentives

Longwood Prepares
for Veterans Day
COREY MORRIS

News Editor
O n November 11, the
Longwood Student Veterans (LSV) will host a program to recognize veteran
service members of the
armed forces. The event
will take place at 11a.m. on
Veterans Day, where Longwood President Patriae
Finnegan will speak along
with Cathy Wuson from
the Virginia Wounded
Warrior
Program.
Finnegan, who was dean of
the Academic Board at the
United States Military
Academy at West Point,
has a rather extensive military history.
We've left it up to the
speakers to talk about
whatever they feel," said
LSV President Austin Ling
According to their website,
the group "serves to provide much needed transitional information and a
peer-to-peer network for
military members, veterans, and the family members of both groups who
are attending or planning
to attend Longwood University?
Ling said of Veterans
Day, "I think it's very important It brings attention
to people and makes them
aware of the sacrifices that
people have made for the
country? He said many citizens take what service
men and women do "for
granted."
The event will be in con7

junction with Virginia
Wounded Warrior Project
something that is no
stranger to the university.
Earlier this year, the LSV,
ROTC, and women's soccer team joined together to
present the Wounded
Warrior Weekend, a threeday event that began on
September 17. The program was Longwood's way
to support tne project
which aims to honor and
empower wounded soldiers. The event helped
bring awareness as well as
raise money for injured
service members.
"We work with them
every closely? said Ling.
"Their mission and goal is
very similar to our own."
Ling asked students to
give veterans and those
currently serving a "thank
you" on November 11. He
said people could send letters or care packages to
Walter Reed Army Medical Center in Wasnington
D.C. "It's really up to the
individual They can give a
lot or a little."
Veterans Day was established as "Armistice Day*
in 1919 by then President
Woodrow Wilson. Congress renamed the day to
its current title in 1954.
In observance of Veterans Day, the Town of Farmvilles
police
administration offices and
public works department
will be closed on Thurs.,
Nov. 11,2010.
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NEWS
Longwood University

Faculty and Staff Campaign Achieves 60 Percent Participation
COREY MORRIS

News Editor
" W e ARE Longwood." This was the theme
for this year's faculty and staff campaign,
sponsored by the Office of Annual Giving.
This year, the campaign resulted in 60 percent
participation, upfromjust 28 percent last year.
The new increase of more than 30 percent resulted in a new highforthe campaign's history
and much praise for all those involved in its
success.
The "We ARE Longwood" theme revolved
around showing appreciationforwhat the faculty and staff do each day, explained Assistant
Director of Annual Giving Alyson Goff, and
how they give money that nelps secure a student's educational needs. She said many people thought the theme of the campaign was
very "relevant" to Longwood since many see
the campus as a "family'*
The campaign showcased waysfacultyand
staff already contributed to the vitality of the
community and how their participation can
really make a difference in the campaign
throughfacultyand staff spotlights.
The campaign began Sept 27 and ended Oct
29. A total of 298 people donated during the
five-week period and another 100 donated before the campaign. By Oct.8, just under two
weeks into the event, 33 percent participation
was reached
Director of Annual Giving Cricket Morris
sent an email to faculty and staff once the
campaign started that, in part, read, "You
make a difference every day at Longwood
Whether you have taught an important lesson
in class, helped secure a student's internship,
provided us with a beautiful environment in
which to work, or repaired a computer to help
us stay connected you play an important role
in Longwood's success.
Gon said "We hosted two events also to
share our theme and say thank you to faculty
and staff On Oct 6, free ice cream was
handed out along Brock Commons and on
Oct 21, coffee and cocoa was dispersed near
Beale Plaza. Goff noted the events were open
to every faculty and staff member, whether
they gave or not
Today, all donors are invited to a reception
with President and Mrs. Finnegan at the
Longwood House. Morris said this is either
the first time ever or the first time in a number of years for manyfacultyand staff members to visit the house.'
Not including those who donated before die
campaign or those who donate through payroll deductions, a total of $10,000 was raised
altogether. Morris said the amount people
gave was not the important thing, but supporting student success was.
Admissions Counselor Tracy Debner said
"I think the big difference is tne fact that we
have a new president" She said people wanted
to show Finnegan how the campus is a family
and very supportive to the students.
Still, Debner wasn't sure the campaign could
reach its initial goal at first "I honestly thought
ifd be difficult to get to 40 percent Itfeltgreat
when I got the email about 40 percent But the

Fed Plans to Spend $600
Billion on Bonds to Boost
Economy

Photo Courtesy: tacetoook.com

Faculty and staff members receive free ice cream in appreciation during the campaign.
60percent one was amazing."
way everyone thinks about giving. Giving is
Debner said this campaign was important more than a dollar amount It's an act. Tnis
because it showed people that the donors campaign has proved that"
With the goal met came the reward of the
choose to financially support the university
even though they give back to the campus in faculty and staff having a day off for the calendar year. Morris said a survey was sent out
numerous ways already.
Goff and Morris both said they hope to forfacultyand staff to pick theirfavoritedate
out of three: Mon., Jan. 3, Hies., March 15, or
break die 70 percent mark next year.
University Payroll Specialist and Faculty and FRI, May 28. Because Longwood is a public
Staff Campaign Committee Member Daphne institution, students could not benefit from
Norton said the campaign was important to the closure.
the university because theroleof staff and fac- "I just think there's a new energy across camulty is to give back to the community. Norton pus," said Morris. She too cited tne new presalso serves as chair of the Staff Advisory Com- ident and the committee who were "very vocal
mittee at Longwood She called the faculty and very passionate" when talking to their
and staff campaign committee a "sounding peers about the campaign.
board" that acts as a voice for their peers. "We "We are just thrilled with the success of this
can reach out to different areas of tne campus campaign, said Goff. "Everything we've done
the Office of Annual Giving may be unable has been this team effort this collaborative efto," she said
fort with all these different pieces involved"
Norton, who has been at Longwood for five "I think Longwood is reafly about people at
years, interacts with more than 40 different the end of the day? said Morris. "We're luckjr
areas of the campus. "You build relationships that we're small enough to be able to do that.
Goff said in the past there has been a sort of
and a rapport with others," said Norton. Sne
promoted the campaign by, among other "stigma" associated with employee giving bemethods, placing a sign on her door that read cause of the lack of pay increases along with
*^Ve ARE Longwooa She said people would pressurefromthe state Dudget "It was like that
see the sign and ask about it and sne would stigma was completely wiped away with this
then commence to explain what the campaign campaign," she said "It was just so positive the
entire time from everybody we talked to."
was all about.
Last year, overfivemillion dollars was raised
Norton cited the positive attitude and approach for the campaign's success. "It was in private money from alumni, parents and
marvelous. Fantastic. Phenomenal." On top of friends. "To be able to tell alumni that 60 perthat Norton said the new leadership under cent of our faculty and staff made gifts... is
Finnegan and a sense of energy on campus just a really powerful statement that Longfurthered the success. "His presence... he's just wood is supported by our closest family?
enuine. He's a man of his word and I know
Goff said Our committee, their enthusiasm
iat first hand"
and positivity and their drive... They would"I believe you need to support your employer n't stop at 40 percent." She praised the faculty
not only by your work ethic, but financiaQyT and staff for giving up their time and talents,
Norton also said it is important to support including their assistance with editing emails
"the mission and goals of the university?
and providing information to the campus.
Goff said "I think a lot of us that are em- "They just believed whole-heartedly in what
ployed here feel that it is more than just a job, we were doing. They just love Longwood so
it's a passion; we love Longwood" She said much. We all ao," said Morris.
"Hopefully this campaign has changed the

g

SGA Works to Fill Secretary Position as Reid Steps Down
could result in university posi- Parker, explaining that many
tions being lost. Brittain said he students had no idea when to
She suggested that students who is fighting for all faculty posi- register, and experienced issues
could snow proof of things such tions to remain intact since they registering for both intersession
as work or practicum could are most crucial to the educa- and spring session classes. He
expressed that many students
apply for a pass that would allow tional process.
them to park in a commuter
Brittain suspects the university felt dissatisfaction and exasperaspot closer to their residence will receive a one percent mid- tion regarding the registration
hall between the hours of 9 p.m. semester tuition increase, which process.
and 5 a.m., or whenever the FAB would amount to about $500
Senator James Pine talked
begins running again.
per student and would give the about the Honor Board New
SGA President Ben Brittain university an extra $250,000. It Faculty luncheon that was held
talked about budget issues, ex- has yet to be announced what over the weekend He said a maplaining that Longwood would the final budget decision will be. jority of the new faculty showed
Brittain also wrote a letter to up, and most have a better unmost liicely face four to six percent budget reductions, which University Registrar Glenn derstanding of how the Honor
CONTINUED FROM PG. 2

Board and judicial procedure
works and what to do if they
need to send a student to the
Honor Board
The constitution of the Orthodox Christian Fellowship of
Hampden-Sydney College and
Longwood was approved
Reid will be stepping down as
secretary next semester, and the
senators will spend the week
nominating potential candidates
to be voted on next week. The
next SGA meeting will be held
on T\ies., Nov. 16 at 3:45 p.m.

A Branch of CJW Medical Center Now in Midtown Square
come to the walk-in clinic at
night if need be. Pembelton said
Another benefit of having the the health center opening in
health center in Farmville is that Farmville is "great for Longwood
people no longer have to take an students and the residents who
can't get to [Richmond], and they
entire day off of work to
Richmond for an appointment get tne same care."
they need to see a specialist that
Ozmar said CJW really felt the
is available at the health center. Farmville area was really underNow,
served and "the clinic is kind of a
they can come to the health cen- conduit to the services [CJW]
ter for their appointment and >rovide[«]." Vice President of
business Development for the
then go back to work.
Also, when it comes to sched- lealth center Tony Hayes, who
uling appointments, people will ldped bring the Specialty Health
be able to schedule their appoint- Center to Farmville, said the
ments within a couple days rather whole purpose of establishing the
than having to schedule some- dink was oecause CJW noticed
a lot of their patients live within
thing several weeks out
Susan Pembehon, a resident of ten miles of Farmville and It
Amelia County who travels to would be a lot more convenient
Farmville dally,fedsthat conven- to bring the specialists here.
ienceforafter-hours care is also a
Opening the after-hours walkbenefit She goes to St Francis for in component is a result of disher regular doctor, but would cussion« with local physicians.
CONTINUED FROM PG. 2

NEWS BRIEFLY

These physicians said they
thought a clinic that was available
during the hours their practices
were dosed would realty benefit
the community.
Hayes said "We are not here to
duplicate anything that the
community currently has and we
are certainly not here to compete
with the local physicians. We are
simply here to [complement]
their services."
The health clinic is here to offer
optionsforwhen these local practices are dosed
The health center will try to accommodate residents of Farmville and the surrounding
communities as the best they can.
If the community's needs are not
being met by the services offered
they will change the services offered. If the hours of operation are
not helpful to patients, they would
consider modifying the hours.

Even if the specialists available are
not what tne area needs, they
would consider adjusting the specialty services offered as well.
Ozmar said they have heard there
is an interest for dermatology in
the area, so the health center is
going to hold a skin cancer
screening in December.
Ozmar predicts that the new
clinic will serve Prince Edward
County, Cumberland County,
Appomattox County, the town of
Crewe in Nottoway County, and
the town of Victoria in Lunenburg County.
Specialists are available at CJW
Specialty Health Center Monday
tnrough Friday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and the after-hours clinic is open
Mon. through Fit 5 p.m. to 11
p.m., and Sat and Sun. from 10
a-m.to6pjn.Call (434) 392-5200
to schedule an appointment or for
more information.

WASHINGTON—In an effort to help boost the U.S. economic recovery,
the Federal Reserve announced a massive plan last Wednesday to pump
$600 billion into thefinancialsystem over the next eight months. The
Fed will create money, essentially out of thin air, and use it to buy government debt (in the form of long-term Treasury bonds) on the open
market which are held by major banks, such as Goldman Sachs or Bank
of America. The technique, called "quantitative easing," will allow major
banks to offload bonds, which they cannot spend, in exchange for cash,
which they can. Hopefully, with more cash in hand, banks will be more
inclined to circulate money in the economy by spending it on loans or investments. Wednesday's announcement will be the second major round
of quantitative easing; the Fed spent roughly $1.7 trillion on Treasury
Bonds in 2007. The Fed currently holds about $2.3 trillion worth of securities, and that number will likely increase to roughly $3 trillion by the
end of die new purchases.

Smithsonian Receives $50 Million
Gift
WASHINGTON—The Smithsonian Institute has received a $50 million
giftfromthe Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, in an announcement
made last Wednesday. It is the largest gift the Smithsonian has received
since 2005. A majority of the gift, $30 million, will be used to create a
Youth Access Endowment Claudine K. Brown, the assistant secretary
for education and access, said, "The primary concern on the Gates' part
and ours is that we would be able to reach students in states where the
schools are under-resourced" Although the institute receives millions of
visitors every year, the Smithsonian is seeking to reach younger audiences, especially those who have little chance to visit Of the remaining
aft, $10 million will be used to expand four grand strategic ^ans of the
Smithsonian; another $10 million will support the construction of the
National Museum ofAfrican American History and Culture, which is expected to open on the National Mall in 2015.

Gates Hopeful for 'Don't Ask,
Don't Tell' Repeal
WASHINGTON—U.S. Defense Secretary Robert Gates encouraged
Congress to move quickly and repeal "Don't Ask, Don't Tell'' before the
end of the year. It is a signal that tne Defense Secretary is concerned that
next year's Republican-controlled House of Representatives will stall attempts to end the policy, which bans gays from serving openly in the military. Last Saturday, Gates told reporters, "I would like to see the repeal of
'Don't Ask, Don't Tell,' but I'm not sure what the prospectsforthat are."
President Barack Obama, who has repeatedly promised to eliminate the
ban, also reiterated his encouragement that Congress repeal the ban recently. A reportfromthe Pentagon of how "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" should
be repealed is due on December 1.

'Mystery Missile' Puzzles Pacific
Coast
LOS ANGELES—Military and aviation authorities denied any knowledge of a scheduled missile launch 35 miles off the California coast Tuesday. The Los Angeles Tunes reported a large "orange tail" of smoke could
be seen shooting toward the sky. The Pentagon said they were looking
into a report of an "unexplained contrail" that was left by an aircraft Officials calmed the public down by saying whatever the projectile was, it
caused no threat and there was no evidence the object was a suspected
missile. However, many aerospace experts and onlookers watched what
they called a "mystery missile. Officials also quickly threw out theories
of a possible intercontinental ballistic missilefiredin error, as well as an
underwater submarine launch. Whilerocketlaunches are a common occurrence along the Southern California coast they rarely go unnoticed
Reports say if the event was planned, military officials would have known
weeks in advance.

Achievement Gap Worse Than
Expected
AP—A new report released Tuesday suggests that the achievement Kip
between Made and white male students is worse than once thought The
report also reveals that poverty alone does not explain the dissonance.
Nationally, white male students who qualify for free or reduced-price
lunches performed better than black malesfromeconomically-advanced
families. The report shows only 12 percent of black fourth-grade boys
are proficient in reading, compared to 38 percent with their wnite counterparts. In eighth grade, only 12 percent of black male students are proficient in math, compared with 44 percent of white male students. The
report was compiled by the Council of Great City Schools, an advocacy
groupforurban public schools. Hie report analyzed math and reading
tests offourth-and eighth-gradersfromthe 2009 National Assessment
of Education Progress. Michael Casserly, executive director for the council, wrote in the report ""We hope that this is a louder and more jolting
wake-up call to the nation than this country is used to hearing."

Teen Charged With Hit-and-Run
of Sex (Mender
HOPEWELL, Va.—Daniel R. Narron, 19, was arrested Friday after he
harassed, chased, and struck a registered sex offender with his car. Narron, who did not personally know the sex offender, recognized him only
from a picture that appears on Virginias sex offender registry. Police officials said the incident occurred on Oct 16 at a convenience store in
HopewelL After being harassed, the man drove away on his moped, but
wasfollowedby Narron in a 2000 Lincoln Navigator. As they came to an
intersection, Narron struck the man andfledme scene. The police dedined to reveal the identity of the man, and they say he was not seriously
injured Narron is being charged with attempted murder, attempted malicious wounding by mob, hit-and-run driving, and misuse of tne sex offender registry.
- New« Brief» compiled by Ian Shih
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Food Fight: Language Students Participate in Iron Chef Competition
W

the delicacies that awaited them.
"I'm really excited," said Melyssa Ferrell, a Modern Language Club member selling tickets and
collecting donations for the charity, "I'm a Spanish Major with a French minor, ana I've never really had German food before."
Ferrell explained the idea of the competition:
groups of German, French, and Spanish students
each prepare a special dish for the occasion in
order to impress the judges, Vice President for
Student Affairs Dr. Tim Pierson, Longwood University Alumna and Former Rector to the Board
of Visitors Helen Warriner-Burke, and President
Patrick Finnegan. The dish was replicated by the
dining hall staff to be served to tne guests. The
scores the teams gain from this competition go
towards a final score from all of their activities.
The team with the most points will win the coveted Grainger Cup.
However, before anyone samples the dish, the
groups have to present it in the target language.I'm really excited to hear the presentations," sne
said.
Eventually, everyone had taken a seat and the
first group was ready to present. The event was
emceed by Lecturer of French Madame Heather
Photo By: MM Often
Edwards, who appropriately greeted the guests in
several languages ana introduced the to what was
Dr. Helen Warriner-Buike, President Patrick Finnegan, and Dr. Tim Pierson are served gourmet food.
occurring that evening, which, in addition to the
event was somewhat pricey by college student Iron Chef Competition, included a silent auction.
JAMIE CLIFT
standards. However, the fact that the money went The auction included many desirable items, inFeatures Editor
to such a good cause made the price well worth it. cluding a $100 gift certificate to a newly opened
O n Tbesday evening at six, while many Long- Besides, tnere was food.
jewelry store, a director's chair, and a coupon for
The Nance Room was nearly full to capacity a 30-minute massage.
wood students enjoyed a typical D-Hall11 meal,
there was fine dining occurring in-the Nance with professors and students from various deOnce the judging started, it was intently obRoom just below them. The Modern Languages partments, not only the modern languages. The served by all guests. Each group explained their
Club hosted their second annual Iron Chef Com- tables were neatly set and covered in lovely table- dish in tne language that they represented and
petition on that night to benefit Doctors without cloths; the elegant atmosphere that this created presented the judges with artfully arranged plates
was a welcome change from everyday dining. of food. The judges
Borders.
judges hhad only positive things to
At $10 for students and $15 for professors, the Everyone found seats and anxiously anticipated say about eacn
en group.
eroup.

"I'm going to have to see someone from the
math department to help with the scoring," joked
Dr. Pierson. All of the judges seemed to agree that
it would be very tougn to choose the winner.
After the judges had reported on the final dish, it
was time for the guests to get a taste for themselves. Everyone arose in an orderly fashion and
helped themselves to every dish. Most guests
seemed satisfied with all of them, and with the
deserts, including tres leches and German chocolate cake, which the catering staff had created to
match the international theme.
Guests got a chance to enjoy a lovely sit down
meal, as dining hall employees whisked away
their dirty plates. For most, it was a delightful experience.
After everyone was full, many having eaten seconds or even thirds, it was finally time to announce the winners. Edwards first thanked
everyone for supporting the club, and then she
announced the winners of the silent auction.
Most of those in attendance, however were only
listening for one thing, the winner of the Iron
Chef Competition.
Despite extremely close scores and very tough
competition, the Spanish group, with their "Papusas de Chicharrones y Empanadas Fritas de
Queso con Esquites" came out on top.
"Muy bien! Fantastico!" exclaimed members of
the Spanish group upon hearing the decision.
They really were excited to win the close competition, which is sure to be equally fierce next year.
Edwards described the event as the "soul of our
university," in that it showed the true sense of
community on campus. At the end of the day, it
wasn't about one group winning a title or a trophy; it was about raising money for a really good
cause, and having a very delicious meal while
doing so.

Longwood's Library and Police Department Receive VDRS Award
JUSTIN CLATTERBUCK

Rotunda Reporter
Receiving an award is something that can
make a person feel like they have really made a
difference in someone's life, whether it is one person or many. That was the feeling felt by the staff
of Longwood University's Greenwood Library
and Police Department (LUPD). The Virginia
Department of Rehabilitative Services (VDRS)
awarded these two groups for hosting individuals
with disabilities as interns during the 2010 calendar year. Accepting the award on behalf of them
was Dean of the Library & Learning Services
Wendell Barbour and LUPD's Administrative
Sergeant Russell Dove.
Barbour described the recognition as a way for
the VDRS to show their appreciation for "helping the individuals get into tne work force or back

"Sgt. Dove agreed the award
was a way of snowing the police
department was willing to participate by bringing these individuals in and providing them
with the skills necessary to help
them succeed.'
into the work force and giving them the skills
they need later in life ... It helps these individuals with getting their confidence up." Barbour said
he received the notification about receiving the
award October 15, with it awarded to him Octo-

Enroll Now For
Spring 2011
*nd Fsll 2012

ber 19.
Barbour said the award had great meaning to
the department, and it showed a great deal ofapreciation and honor. "It's our obligation as
uman beings, and it was a great thing to do... It
helped by providing extra staffing for the library
which was a huge help, and it was nice to receive
recognition for helping these individuals out
When they need it"
He said the library's plan to host future interns
would be completed in the same manner that
many students will have to go through when
preparing for their own internship. "We judge
eacn situation accordingly when seeing if a person will be a good candidate for an intern or not.
We do not just go through a few people. We talk
with many candidates a day in trying to find the
right fit. If they do not fit wnat we are looking for,
then we don't want to deny them the chance for
another great internship opportunity"
Sgt. Dove agreed the award was a way of showing the police department was willing to participate by bringing these individuals in and
providing them with the skills necessary to help
them succeed. Dove said the intern he helped
over the summer had some previous experience
Photo Couftoqr: hatook.com
with criminal justice work, but had not been in Administrative Sergeant Russell Dove and Dean of the Library & Learning Services Wendell Bartour with the VDRS «ward.
the work force for about five years. "We were able
to get her back in and get her training on some of
Dove said his decision to host the intern was be conducive to what they want to do in this type
the stuff we do arounahere." Dove's intern's work because it was another way to "serve the commu- of environment. Once it was brought to me that I
included filing and clerical work, reorganizing nity ... I'm a very community oriented person and could serve that person, I was on board for it"
procedures, and was assisted in familiarizing her- have been all my life. I believe in wanting to serve
Dove said he's willing to help continue the proself with the criminal justice system. "She basi- your community, and have always been active in gram in his department "If the department of recally shadowed the department for awhile and doing so and this was another opportunity for me habilitative services calls me up and says that they
she went along with us and helped us with ex- to do so." Dove continued, "Once it was brought have someone who would want to work in this
tracurricular stuff also. She also would be an ob- forth to me that they [VDRS] had a need of environment I'd be willing to take them on."
servant and see what challenges a work someone to help in wnat the intern's skills would
environment like this feces every day."
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Professor Spotlight: Associate Professor of Sociology Dr. Carl Riden
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Features Editor
B o r n in the town of Grand Bay,
Ala., not far from Bayou La Batre, Dr.
Carl Riden has been an associate professor at Longwood University for the
past eight years and is co-director to
the Women's and Gender Studies
(WGS) Program.
She comes from a rather untraditional background for a professor of
sociology. Riden said, "My undergraduate degree is in geology and I did marine geology research, sedimentary
research, from high school onward.
[This is] work that would be called
oceanography by most people. I did
some high school research and I
worked in some labs throughout my
undergraduate [education] and then,
around my junior year, of undergrad
school, I worked on some environmental impact projects in rural Alabama where I'm from ... I was at the
University of Alabama at the time and
I started observing the social costs of
the kind of environmental problems
that we were working on in the lab and

I started asking some questions like Forestry. Her thesis was on the "impact
'Why were people working in indus- of community and place attachment
tries they knew polluting their own on people's attitudes toward tourism
water or were suspected to be danger- development in the Mt. Rogers Naous for their health and the health of tional Recreation area." She was primarily interested in how a government
their children."*
She continued, "So, I did some self- agency would convince residents to
reflection and realized that I was more agree to develop for recreational purinterested in the human side of things poses. This program brought her to
than I was in the physical aspects of en- study with numerous sociologists
vironmental science ... and I ran though she was not currently one heracross sociology. So I took a class in self. Among these researcners were
undergraduate school in sociology rural sociologists Cornelia Flora and
from a man who was an environmen- Jan Flora.
tal sociologist, and it was the first I'd
The contact with rural and environever there was such a thing."
mental sociology pushed her to seek
After wandering into a newfound her PhD in sucn a program. She sublove of sociology, Riden decided to fin- sequently ended up at Louisiana State
ish her undergraduate degree in geol- University (LSU). Riden said "it was
ogy after having spent so much time in like going back to my home region."
the major. Her graduate education was Once more on the Gulf coast, Riden
determined by trying to find a worked with sociologists investigating
crossover by which Dr. Riden could small fishing communities. There, her
find her way to the subject of interest. opinion was respected due to an unAfter asking around, Riden was sug- derstanding of both social and sciengested to pursue a Masters in what is tific factors. As her research drew on,
currently called Human Dimensions of she found the ethnic composition of
Natural Resources and was admitted to her subject community was largely
the then-Virginia Tech College of Croatian, relatively affluent, and col-

Rotunda Reporters
T h e past few weeks, almost every Longwood
lady decided to bust out their boots as the temperature dipped below 70 degrees. It's refreshing
for us to see the shift in footwear away from
flimsy flip-flops or scufled-up sneakers, and we
thank you. You already know how we feel about
notorious UGG boots, so let's move on. Here are
some of our favorites, and how to wear them.
-Everyday boots. These are the staple pieces of
your fall shoe wardrobe. Yes, we have separate
wardrobes for shoes, and we fully support your
shoe habitat We fondly call our favorite everyday
boots "Link Boots," a nickname befitting the nero
o f T h e Legend of Zelda" saga. These are typically
leather, suede, or canvas, and the toe comes to a
rounded point. They also usually fold over at the
top, which hits mid-calf on the leg. They look

There are situations in which
they can be acceptable, but if
you start to look legitimately
like a hippie, Pocahontas, or ^
cowherd, you've gone too far.
best with opaque tights or skinny jeans (which we
wear constantly) and they keep us warm in our
icy early walks around campus. Equestrian style
boots are similar, but they come up a little higher
on the leg; they're usually leather and typically
come in varying shades or brown or blacK. They
are a little more polished because the material
holds its shape and lies closer to the skin, so it
suggests a more expensive-looking product; however, if you follow our shopping guidelines, you
won't have a problem , finding a great price. The
most popular everyday boot weve seen we call
short slouchy boots. For once, we don't mean
'slouchy' in tne sweat pant way. These boots are
usually embellished with buckles, patterns, or

that and, much in the vein of sociology,
"studying different points of view
makes us better citizens."
Riden listed her influences as her
high school teacher Linda France, who
taught in a small Alabama school, but
haa students at the international science fair almost every year. France also
encouraged her to go to college and
characterized the way she teacnes by
assisting students. As far as politics are
concerned, Riden admires feminists
Alice Paul, who worked for the vote
and equal rights for women, and Margaret Thayer. These models influence
the idea that people, both inside and
outside the system, are necessary for
change to take place.
Riaen ended saying she really loved
teaching at LU. Facing criticism from
past colleagues and professors for her
choice, she commented on a positive
energy that seems to be involved at
Longwood and the fact that she can
enjoy her job as opposed to many people sne knows.

Longwood Belly Dancers Find
Their 'Inner Rhythm*

The Longwood Look: Reboot
Your Fall Fashion
AMY JACKSON AND JENNI SCHWEITZER

lege-educated. Engaging in what was
usually family business, these men
maintained their ethnic community by
the small area in which many of them
farmed their oysters. The jobs would
largely continue among even college
educated men for a dislike of desk
work. However, Riden also found that
her subjects' younger generations were
being actively dissuaded from the oyster oeds due to economic realities.
Her career in teaching began around
the same time at LSU with classes of
200-300 students but she never knew
any of them. After completely her PhD,
she decided to come to Longwood for
reasons of size, a welcome return to
Virginia, and the idea of creating involved students. She likewise believes
in General Education and sociology
for non-majors. In conjunction with
these beliefs of widespread education,
Riden uses the theme of personal empowerment and being an active citizen.
She said she understood the reality of
eveiyone having different opportunities but she rejects the idea that one is
stuck in a position or a class. Education, she said, is important to doing

buttons to add interest to the regular shape of the
shoe. We think these go the best with pants (other
than the equestrian style) and they are the most
simple to pair with casual looks. It's also quite easy
to find a unique pair that fits well with your personal style. For example, Jenni has a brown
leather pair that has one large buckle on the side,
whereas Amy has a grey suede pair with three
small straps and buckles. Even though structurally they are very similar, the effect is different.
Look for ones that complement pieces that you
already have in your winter wardrobe.
-Shake your booties. Booties are the short dressy
heeled boots that can be either very professional
or very flirtatious. This is determined not only by
the boot, but how you wear it Typically, black or
brown booties can fit into botn categories. It's
super easy to turn a daytime professional outfit
into a thirsty Thursday outfit with these boots in
"toe." They have the perfect sexy to successful
- ratio and the combination makes for a powerful
statement. If you want to feel a little fancier on a
mundane school day you can pair them with
dress slacks (unlike tne other casual styles). We
like to wear them with tights and a pencil skirt or
if you are brave you can match them with nude
stockings and a dress.
-Quirky boots are best left to whatever occupation spawned them, like cowboys and Indians.
There are situations in which they can be acceptable, but if you start to look legitimately like a
hippie, Pocanontas, or a cowherd, you've gone too
far. This is what people mean when they say outfits are costumey, so make sure those boots are
the statement piece of your look. Leave your
Birkenstock-esque clogs at home, because you
look like you skinned a potato and wore it on
your feet Yes, you can wear them to get the mail
or walk the dog. Preferably before the sun comes
UP',
,
.
,
-Where to find these fabulous footsies? We love
to shop, but our favorite boot Mecca is Rugged
Wearhouse in Lynchburg, Va. They have bangin'
boots for few bucks, and they*re only 45 minutes
away.
See
you
there,
or
at
longwoodlook.blogspot.com.

formance to a song entitled "Ya Rasullah." They
were Diana Furr, Emma Shearer, Alex White,
Laura Meadows, Nikki Webb, Taylor Southall,
T h e Longwood Company of Belly Dance Meredith Lawson, Quinn Kinser, Bree Guill,
presented its Inner Rhytnm show on T\ies., and Muri Davis. The group exhibited impresNov. 9 in Jarman Auditorium. The performance sive synchronicity for its beginner skill level.
reflected a wide scope of belly dancing styles, ac- Nearly all of them wore coin belts, which crecompanied by an equally diverse musical selec- ated sounds like a chiming storm. Other group
tion. Egyptian belly dance, burlesque fusion, performances included vice president Amanda
American cabaret tribal fusion, and gypsy were Byrne and Ashley Russell in a burlesque duet,
along with Katie Hedgepeth, Chantal Gamble,
among the represented dance styles.
Belly dancing is an ancient art that originated and Amanda Plaugher who danced to Lady
in the Middle East. At its core, it is a solo im- Gaga's "Poker Face.
provisational dance that revolves around musiItalia Gregory performed to both "Sana Wara
cal rhythm and works each muscle group in the Sana" and Perhaps, Perhaps, Perhaps" by the
body. Belly dancing is continually practiced Pussy Cat Dolls. She is¡j"able to move her
_ *hips
_ so
around the world, and Longwood is no excep- fast that it is difficult to find a point of compartion: along with eleven veterans, the show fea- ison. Her speed rivals that of a hummingbird's
tured ten new additions to Longwood Company wings in full thrust. Nikki Wood, the beginner
of Belly Dance.
coordinator, slowed it down a bit with a stylish
Katie Hedgepeth, a senior with three years of dance to "The Ubiquitous Mr. Lovegrove." The
dancing experience, commenced the show with diverse dancing styles ensured that there was
a dance to "Ukulele de Chocobo," a song fea- never a dull moment in the show.
tured in Final Fantasy IX. Her first performance
Mercy Neisho, the historian with two years of
was lighthearted ana upbeat, providing a win- experience, danced in a cabaret style to "Yalla
dow into the mesmerizing remainder of the Habibi." She was extremely light on her feet, utishow. She later performed a tribal dance to lizing the stage to its full extent. Ashley Russell
"Feeling Good" oy Vitamin String Quartet. dedicated her final performance to Angelo
Samiksna Cooper, an alumnus with four years Koyzis; the pitch dark on stage eventually gave
of experience, executed the Dance of 7 Veils, way to a blinding display of bright blue, evoking
which represents the story of the goddess Ishtar a feeling of hope in dreary times. Ashley's use of
who traveled through the seven gates of hell to feather Fans seemed to be symbols for angels and
rescue her true love.
divinity. Her performance was moving in a way
Ashley Russell, the president of the Longwood that only witnesses can comprehend. Ayame
Company of Belly Dance, was the third aancer Bryant ended the show with a bang: bathed in a
of the night. Also using veils, she performed a vibrant orange background, she performed an
tribal veil dance to "Dura" by Ratatat. Her style upbeat dance to "Pala Tute" by Gogol Bordello.
varied between smooth, snake-like motions and
"Inner Rhythm" by the Longwood Company
rigid, robotic movements. Amanda Plaugher, of Belly Dance was a thoroughly entertaining
the publicity chair with two years of experience, show. With such talent, audience numbers will
performed a unique dance to music by Gods- likely spike as the group continues to perform.
mack. Erica Rutherford, another experienced
alumni, danced to "Serpent's Rapture. The tassels on her dress flowed with the motion of her
hips, creating a compelling whirlwind effect
The novice dancers conducted a group perJACOB BIGGS

Asst. Features Editor
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Women & Gender Studies: Exploring the Female Cusser
LAURA BETH STRICKER

Copy Editor
o n Wed., Nov. 3, from 3-3:50 p.m. in the
Greenwood Library's 209B, Assistant Professor of
English Dr. Jennifer Miskec gave a presentation
entitled ""Oh, go to hell sh$tf@ce!: The Construction of the Female Cusser in Teenage Literature."
Miskec, along with Assistant Professor of Communication Studies Dr. Naomi Johnson and Associate Professor of Sociology Dr. Carl Riden,
co-directors of the Women & Gender Studies
(WGS) program, were astounded by the number
of attendees, who filled two classroom spaces,
with people sitting on the floor and spilling out
into tne hallway. ,
Before Miskec began her presentation, Johnson
gave examples of gendered norms in popular culture, in the form of sexy Halloween costume versions of Hermione Granger, Big Bird, and Mrs.
Potato Head, along with a bulked-up, muscled
version of a child's Spider-Man costume. Johnson's point was how popular culture has changed
the way gender is viewed and interpreted.
Miskec introduced her presentation with the
questions, "How do we talk?" and "How do we
conduct ourselves?" She added a point about
third-wave feminists adopting cursing in their
culture, with the reasoning behind it being "I get
attention to what I'm saying."
Miskec's interest in the topic of exploring the female cusser in teenage literature Degan with a
conversation with a friend who was going to give
up cursing for Lent. Miskec wondered what cursing was aQ about and began examining literature
she'd assigned in her Young Aduh (YA) Literature
class, looking at the way females are portrayed in
the books.

Dr. Miskec presents her paper on the female cusser.

guage; immoral; adult language; unladylike; creative, even poetic; can be therapeutic, relieve the
perception of pain; casual; subversive; evidence
of ones interpolation ... and so on. According to
Miskec, "Teens are cussing appropriately... in inappropriate places."
Miskec said, with a smile, "What I can't get away
from: The gendered nature of cussing- when ana
what woras are said."
In her study, Miskec examined several popular
"Miskec's interest in the topic YA books, including John Green's "Paper Towns,"
David Levithan and Rachel Cohn's "Nick and
of exploring the female cusser in Norah's
Infinite Playdist," Laurie Halse Anderson's
teenage literature bejgan with a "Prom" and "Wintergirls," and Paul Ruditis'
conversation with a friend who "Rainbow Party? among others. In studying these
Miskec critically examined the authors'
was going to give up cursing for books,
construction of female characters, and how many
Lent."
instances both the males and females cursed
throughout the book
YA books are specifically marketed to teen readHer study resulted in several discoveries. The
ers, with teen characters. Before Miskec's exami- number of cussing incidents increased, males
nation, the discussion was only limited to, usually cursed more, and females were portrayed
"Should or should not cussing be in literature?" negatively.:', 'IaJU> >• .¿'-v /.'«;:•
Ac^rdihg W A W & i $ $ ts a ttconst^ati6n" pr
Littlehas changedin the construction of the feweb of cussing and concepts, where cussing "is a male cusser: They curse when there is evidence
small "bubble in thie niiddae* .'
of emotional breakdown, meltdowns, and damMiskec then proceeded to list off the 15 truths age. Once these issues are resolved, they tend to
about cussing. These include: Cussing is lazy lan- curse less.

Dr. Naomi Johnson, Dr. Jennifer Miskec, and Dr. Carl Riden display the YA books Miskec examined in her shidy.
The cursing language, used by female characters
was consistent throughout the novels. The male
characters were the ones who used the stronger
curse words, such as "f*ck," while the females
used more Wits," "a$$*s," and b*tch*s," as well as
references to body parts and bodily functions.
Miskec reported that cursing in YA novels indicates negativity, that it is gendered and anxious
language, that it only seems to be rebellious teen
speak." In conclusion, Miskec ended the presentation by declaring, "The female cusser is just a
Peking mess."
There was an extensive question - and-answer
session after Miskec's presentation. One of the
Prince Edward County librarians had recently
finished "Nick and Norah's Infinite Playlist" ana
observed that, as the story progresses, the cussing
diminishes. Miskec said tne cussing diminishes
because the characters developed and found out
more about each other, settling the tension, anxiety, and instability that she found among cussing
characters. Senior Samantha Haurie said her 17year-old brother recendy began cussing in front
of his parents, and his response to why was' "because all the cool kids do it." She asked Miskec if
she found that in her research, and Miskec
replied, "Those who cuss, [it's because] they're
slutty or having a breakdown ... [They are] fun-

damentally flawed, undermines the cool part."
Miskec went on to say that social status is depicted, and Riden adaed that it is also sub-cultural. One good point that was brought up for
future research is to examine and investigate
whether or not cussing actually increases in these
books, and to pay attention to where in the stories
the curse words appear.
The final Wednesdays with WGS Speakers series presentation for tne fall semester will occur
on Wed., Dec. 1 from 3-3:50 p.m. in Greenwood
Library room 209B. The topic, "Those are fighting
words! Gendered microaggression and YOU,
will be presented by Associate Director of the
Counseling Center and Assistant Professor of
Psychology Dr. Maureen Walls-McKay, Assistant
Professor of Education Dr. Donald Fleming, and
Associate Professor of Psychology Dr. Stephanie
Buchert. Microaggression is more subtle forms of
aggression grounded in discrimination based
upon gender, sexuality, race, and' other core aspects of insults, usually said in the forms of sly insults, put-doWhs,' and .'/trther J antagonistic
behaviors.'"
&'«uIT .lu'tioo-«
J'tq
For more information oil the WednesdiyiMitth WGS Speakers series and the WGS program, visit
www.longwood.edu/wgs.

The Black Column:
Antoine Dodson: Modern-Day Capitalist

ROBERTA COLLIER &
LATOYA MILLER

Rotunda Reporters
A n t o i n e Dodson of Huntsville, Ala. gained
notoriety for being interviewed in regards to
someone attempting to rape his sister Kelly
Dodson. Now Antoine has a whole brand, including multiple "Bed Intruder" songs, a commercial for "The Sex Offender Track App," "The
Bedroom Intruder" Halloween Video Contest,
two websites, and á performance on the Black
Entertainment (BF.T) Hip-Hop Awards. Antoine was not a typical interview source, but I do
not know if his interview was spectacular
enough for him to be able to make so much
profit from it. Latoya thinks it's good that Antoine's fame has made him able to move out of
the projects and get a real house. However, I do
not lcnow if I feel that this was the proper situation to utilize for publicity. So, Latoya and I decided to ask our peers how they telt about
Antoine. 1 asked Seanelle Thorn, Black Student
Association (BSA) Historian, and Keenan
Crump, Senior Communications Studies Major
how they felt about Antoine Dodson. We a t :
tempted to contact reporter Elizabeth Gentle
and Antoine Dodson, but neither responded to
our multiple attempts.
L. How do you think black people are portrayed
in the media in general?
Seanelle: "I think by this that it is commonly
seen that black people are portrayed as dumb
and ignorant in the media. We [are shown to]
have ñ o sense and do not know how to carry
ourselves and respond to an interview so we
wouldn't be made a mockery o I."
Keenan: "After looking at those videos, it is safe
to say that the media, at least in this case, does

not hesitate to show those on television who
should NEVER be in front of a camera for any
reason. It is clearly obvious that the people on
those videos should never have been put on television. This tells nie that the station who aired
this footage made a concerted effort to put people on television who they knew would only
look and sound foolish on screen. This is a
media practice that happens way too olten.
Overall, it sometimes seems as though the
media likes to highlight or portray the worst the
black community has to offer as opposed to the
best." .
2. How do you think black people are portrayed
in I.ongwood University media?
Seanelle: "I think that black people at Longwood are port rayed different ways .to many different people. Some may see us as the people
that are playing basketball or just oh they can
step really well and just lumping all together because we all hang out."
Keenan: "As for Longwood media, I feel as
though the university's media outlets do a good
job in its portrayal of those in the black community. In my experience, important stories are
covered in a fair way and I do not think there is
an effort, consciously or sub-consciously, to undermine or sabotage the black community in its
coverage."
3. Have you effected how black people are portrayed in media in general and/or on campus?
Seanelle: "Yes, I have been, when I first got to
campus one of the girls thought I was ghetto because I was black, but if you personally know me
I am not ghetto. It is how people see how people
act on T.V. they think everyone acts like that.'
4. What (do you currently do) or have you done
to help the black community at Longwood University?
Seanelle: "I have become apart of BSA; I want
to see it grow and for people to respect us for
' who we are and not try to stereotype us because
of the color ot our skin."
5. How do you feel about the interview with Antoine Dodson?
Seanelle: Personally I think that the news
Should have done a beUer job broadcasting it,
but then.when I really think about it they couldn't have done irtuch. However I strongly feel that
as educated black people these are tne types of
stereotyping we nave to fight everyday and

when things like this come on the TV it makes
it so much harder to fight them.
Keenan: "The interview serves no purpose
and does little to advance the story or inform the
audience about what took place. He was clearly
not fit to be on camera for as long as he was and
his presence diminished the seriousness ot what
took place."
6. Do you think the story could have or should
have been covered better?
If so, what would you suggest?
Seanelle: Yes, I think they should have just
quoted him instead of putting his statement on
TV.
Keenan: "If the story stuck to the facts, then it
would have been beneficial to the audience and
to those who were involved in the incident. Instead, the story became about the interview and
how unprepared those
involved in the incident were for being on
caméra. These two
were singled out and
put on camera for far
too long, not because
of what information
they had to share to
the public, but for how
foolish they came off
as to the rest of the
public. No one is going
to remember that a
crime may have taken
place that day, they
will only remember
the disastrous inter-,
views and the parodies
that have taken place
since then."
7. Would you have
covered the story?
Seanelle: "No, I don't
think I would have
covered the story."
Keenan: "The story
had validity, considering a criminal act had
allegedly taken place.
However, things began
to shift from tne incident itself-to the peo-

ple who were involved, and not in a good way."
<s. How do you feel about people making songs
from this interview?
Seanelle: "I don't think it is right; however that
is how things sell is by humor, and to get humor
you have to put someone else down."
Antoine is making sure he utilizes his five seconds of fame to the best of his ability. It is very
likely that he is not disappearing without a fight.
Until that day comes, you will see him in some
form, "and you can run and tell that (Antoine
Dodson)."
If vou have any comments, please send them
to us at TheBlackColumn@hotmail.com,
Sincerely,

'

latoya arid Roberta

Better Ingredients
Better Pizza.
(434) 391-6161

Buy any large or
extra large pizza at
regular menu price

and get one equal
or lesser value free.
No other coupons or discounts
apply. Offer expires Dec 20, 2010. •
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LP Hosts Second 'Party in the Union': Mardi Gras
has assisted her thus far. Nicholls said
that all the members "are probably
the most important because when we
O n the night of FrL, Nov. 5, try to put tnis on as you could see
Lancer Productions (LP) held its sec- when you were here, there were
ond Party in the Union, with a Mardi members helping us set up and you
Gras theme. Stretched out between know get everything straight, we nad
Lankford Student Union's Ballroom people blowing up balloons and all
and the ABC rooms, the part hosted kinds of stuff and then the members
around 64 people, including a small are the ones that actually come and
crew ofLaiK^r Productions members rim the events. There's & guy running
to games, music, arts and crafts, and the games right now, there's a girl
New Orleans-themed food such as telling everyone where to go. Nicholls
king cake and jambalaya. Arts and also said "Personally, I deal a lot with
crafts, consisting of make your own our adviser Billy Boulden. He gives
crown and make your own mask, me all the information about wnat I
were spread out on tables in the Ball- can do, who to talk to and things like
room, while the buffet line ran along that"
its left-hand wall. In the ABC rooms,
Nicholls said, "Our last Party in the
popular music played with a good Union was actually a really big sucdeal of balloons and a games table cess. Had something similar, we had
where students could throw balls into like a dance party and arts and crafts
box holes for prizes named around and then some free giveaways. We
the target Next to the ball targets, did all the same things for this party
bottles were lined up and the contest- in the union so hope fully it will go
ants were given three glow rings for just as well. We have some extra, I
the chance of winning Mardi Gras guess you could say, exciting things
beads by landing a ring on a bottle- mat people can do which is aress up
neck
in the Mardi Gras colors and be nomThe party, running from 9 p.m. to inated for king and queen of Mardi
midnight, was an enjoyable way for Gras. So hopenilly, we'll have a great
students to de-stress. However, an turnout"
hour before the main crowd, Lancer
Nicholls also said, "Lancer ProducProductions Staff was hard at work tions is here for Longwood students.
making sure every plan was carried Just so I hope students are making
out ana their vision of die Mardi Gras themselves aware of the cool things
night was realized
we're bringing for them and make
Following the first Party at the sure if there's something that they
Union in September, themed a "Day want then they should come to the
at the Beach," the project's organizer meetings and tell us what they want"
Sarah Nicholls was driven was deliver
LP's President Missy Dillard was
again. While she has been a member also available that night to comment
of Lancer Productions in the past, on the Party in the Union. Dillard
Nicholls is in her first semester as a helped to trace the Party in the Union
Executive board member. Helming back to an idea for late night de-stresthe Beach themed party was Nicholls sor events that began with success of
first experience and next semester, a Spa Night in spring 2010. Dillard
she will have to deal with three other saia, "It was the week before exams
Parties in the Union.
and we based it upon trying to get
With those upcoming projects, students to relax and de-stress before
Nicholls may have a luxury sne didn't the exams. From that event we found
before in choosing the themes. How- that the students loved it and that
ever, in the selection of food, games, having that kind of events where you
and decorations, she was able to ex- just come« have fun, de-stress is what
press creative control. This is not to we need more o£ So we decided to do
mean that Nicholls accepts complete more of these kinds of late night [parresponsibility. She has a great deal of ties.]"
expressed gratitude for the staff that
Dillard said, "Every semester we
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Features Editor

have a night at Longwood which encompasses different aspects of our
programming board Eariier this year
we nad our first Late Night at Longwood where we had each committee
from the board. Each committee was
in charge of a certain part of the
event We had karaoke for a concert
we had different giveaways for our
comedy and novelty, [and] we had
trivia, a game where you win posters
for our cultural events committee. We
will [also] be having another Late
Night next semester mat we're in the
works of planning now, and we decided to add into it into our concerts
committee, we now have Party in the
Union."
Extra decision-making depends on,
according to Dillard, "now easy that
Party in the Union is going this semester ... You'll, over me break, look
at these things, see how it ran, change
some logistics and prove to come
back Spring Semester with a bigger
and better party in the union. Half of
it is experimentation. 'This worked.
This aidn't work How can we
change?' And then there's "Why don't
we go it in a whole new direction'. . .'Here's new ideas'... It's a combination of both."
For the future, Lancer Productions
looks "to have more Parties in the
Union next semester where our concerts chair will plan them again. We
haven't come up with the theme yet
but she is working on those from different ideas we've gotten. Just members who've come to meeting and of
course they're going to be based
around different themes and they're
>retty much all the same way but you
earn from different events so logistics are changing so hopefully it'll get
better," Dillard said
She added, "I don't really think we
target one certain group. Everybody,
no matter what their age wants to
kind of go back to their childhood
and do little fun activities but I think
we tend to have more freshmen and
sophomores because they're newer to
college living... Lancer Productions
puts so many events and yeah freshmen and sophomores are more likely
to come because they're less involved.
It might seem like that's our target,

[

but we're reaching out to all students
and we try to find ways that we can
do things for all of the students not
just one particular group. You know
that's why we have different events
like concerts, comedy ... At every
meeting we have students ... from
each level giving us ideas... And we
always look for more ideas so if there
are students who feel like we're targeting freshmen or sophomores they
can give us ideas to get juniors ana
seniors here."
Additionally, the heart of the Parties in the Union lies in being "just
another fun event that students can
come out to and there is no pressure
for [them] to go out and drink or
things like that We have substitute
events where you can still have fun
and do crafts and I like to think a lot
of it takes you back to your childhood
like making and creating things. [So
that] you go to college but you still get
to be a kid and have fun and take a
break from classes and studying."
Dillard wants students to know that
"all of [the] events are free; we work
really, really hard to get ideas from
students and plan out all of the events
for the students so we're not doing
these for ourselves. If there is something wrong or students aren't happy
with things ... We definitely want to
know . . . n s a lot of work to put it together so we're trying to improve on
every little thing."
Longwood student Zack McKinney
said the Party in the Union was "very
entertaining ... It would have been
much better if more people had
shown up." To resolve the attendance
problem, McKinney said that the staff
needed "either better advertising or
more accurate posters, because there
was a time change."
While LP realizes some work is
needed with their new program, they
have gone a long way to make it attractive to students. The combination
of delicious food and relaxing, simple
activities make Party in the Union a
worthwhile event for any student It
represents what the university is trying to do for its student body by bolstering against the corrosive effects of
sizable scholastic load.
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Butterflies in the stomach. What to do? What to wear? What to
say?
If you're nervous all day long, it must be your first date.
First dates are few and far between nowadays. With things
s S like online dating and speed dating taking over, the traditional
"first date" is not something you see too much of. But when
you are lucky enough to be asked out on a traditionalfirstdate,
all of the technology in the world can't save you from those
same feelings people have been feelingforcenturies. The whole
idea of a "first date" with someone is nerve-wrecking because
you have this whole concept ofwhat it means to you, out you're
not quite sure if die other person is thinking the same tning.
What to E)o: Be prepared to pay. Proper dining etiquette says
that whoever invites-the other person out should pay, but
everyone may not know or follow that rule. Always bring
enough money to pay for your half of the meal and anything
else you might need. Drive or have transportation available.
It's quite romantic and chivalrous for a man to drive you on
the first date, but you should make sure that you have access to
a car or some way to get home if things don't go as well as
lanned If you meet at the restaurant and the guy turns out to
e a jerk you can text a friend to call in an emergency and suddenly "have to leave." But if you ride with him, youll have to
stick it out
What to Wear There is always the pressure of dressing to
impress. But if you dress up you run the risk of being too overdressed if theyre just chiflirí in jeans and a T-shirt And the
opposite is true ifyou dress down and end up at a fancy restaurant. What to wear really depends on where you're going, but
the key to looking nice is to not dress too sexy. When you try
to imitate the magazines, it can end up looking more sexy*
slutty than sexy-classy. Ifyou're going to a fancyrestaurantyou
can't go wrong with the traditional LBD (little black dress).
And if you're going out on a more casual dinner and a movie,
go for a nice pair of jeans and a nice top.
What to SOT: General conversation is good for a first date, but
try to move oeyond the surface. Have a meaningful conversation. Ask questions about their life, their likes and dislikes, and
actually listen to the answers. It's okay to talk about yourself,
but be sure to balance talking about yourself too mucn. Be attentive and show that you're interested The only thing that's
off-limits on a first date is any talk about the exes. It's just too
soon! Share, but don't share too much information. Always
leave room for a little mystery for the second date. The most
important thing, though, is to just be yourself and have a good
time.
First Date Dos & Don'ts
DoMake Eye Contact
Give Compliments .
Laugh at Their Jokes
Give a Confirmation Call

E

Don't..
Talk on the Phone
Be Late
Talk Too Closely
Be Too Aggressive or Direct

Adventures
in
Archaeology
JAMIE CLIFT

Features Editor
I woke up at 5:15
on
Wednesday
morning and carried a sleeping bag,
a pillow, and a really heavy duffel
bag across campus
to the Crafts
House Parking
Lot I was really
FEATURES
questioning my
COLUMN
sanity as I m a d e
that trek; I thought
we anthropology
students resembled some sort of zombie
pack'mules.
However, there was a general sense of excitement We were, after all, up this early in
the name of archaeology.
In small groups, we made our way to the
parking lot where we were met by Dr. Jordan, Dr. Bates, and a large group of upperlevel anthropology students. There were 39
people on the trip, and Daisy, Dr. Bates' dog.
Once we were all together, we loaded up
two buses and severafcars with our diverse
luggage and set out for Westmoreland
County.
Not many students know that most of
Longwood isn't in Farmville. Thanks to the
generosity of 1938 alumna Mary Farley
Ames Lee, the school owns a 637- acre farm
on Virginia's Northern Neck.
Dr. Jordan named each of the 11 different
counties as we drove through, urging us to
memorize them: Prince Edward, Cumberland, Powhatan, Chesterfield, Henrico,
Hanover, King William, King and Queen,
Essex, Richmond, Westmoreland Most of
us just tried to sleep.
We had two pit stops: one at a gas station
convenience store; and the other at the Food
Lion in Warsaw, where our group likely set
a purchase record buying all of the groceries
we would need for the next three aays.
Around 9 a.m., we reached the cabin.
After a very interesting and in-depth tour
of our farm and the establishment of "our
nesting areas," as Dr. Jordan called them, we
set out for the site that I was most interested
in: Nomini Hall, an 18th century plantation
once owned by Colonel Robert "King"
Carter, the wealthiest man of his time. The
original home burned down in the mid1800s, and all that most people think is left
is the huge alee of tulip poplars.
But previous expeditions here uncovered
the foundations of a schoolhouse, where a
tutor named Phillip Vickers Fithian, whose
writings are one or h e best sources on life in
colonial America and who my Anthropology class had been studyingforthe past few
months, likely taught the Carter children.
Some of the upper-level students and Dr.
Bates established a grid unit for excavation
based on Ground Penetrating Radar data;
digging into this would be tne hard part
The grass was whacked away with a mattock which, I think, is the same thing as a
pickaxe. Then the grass is shoveled up.
Once it's cleared, the earth is toweled away
a tiny bit at a time and placed into buckets
for sifting. Sifted dirt is placed in the "spoils
pile" ana artifacts are removed I got to try
most of these jobs. All of them were tougn
work.
Usually, they found nothing. But one of
the buckets I brought produced a tiny metal
artifact It was really small, oddly-shaped
and inconspicuous. No one knew what it
was, but the feet that I helped find it gave
me a huge sense of accomplishment I realized that this was probably as close as I'd
ever get to my childhood dreams of being
Indiana Jones, and I was okay with that
After a few hours of working in ¿hat fashion, we headed back to camp, planning to
return to our a i d unit the next day, ana to
make several field trips in the Westmoreland area. The dark clouds looming over the
Northern Neck, however, made us hesitant
of these plans.
"There is no rain in archaeology!" Dr Jordan had told us on several occasions. It
seems that Mother Nature had different
plans for us. Rain poured on Westmoreland
County, and most of the state, for a day and
a half. So, instead of our planned return to
Nomini Hall on Thursday didn'treallyhappen. We took another long bus ride to another home of the Carters in Colonial
Williamsburg. We toured the settlement
and learned a great deal about colonial life
and other things. For instance, to be buried
under the arm of a cross shaped church is a
high honor, and the seed pods of a Catalpa
tree can be smoked like cigarettes, (res,
there is a Catalpa tree on campus. No, you
should not try smoking the seed pods.)
Ifehkind ofsad to leave the cutelittle farm
house on Friday morning, but everyone was
ready to get back to their own beds and take
an indoor shower. Things might not have
gone exactly as planned, but it was definitely
a memorable trip. I only wish Philip Vickers
Fithian could have been there to we it

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Longwood University

Team Ico's 'The
Last Guardian'
JACOB BIGGS

Asst. A&E Editor
V i d e o games create unique and interactive
experiences
capable of capturing
the
imagination.
Thanks to the heightened sophistication of
gaming technology,
video games have entered a whole new
realm of entertainA&E
ment. The increased
COLUMN
accessibility and aesthetic beauty of
games attract a wide fan base, and the world
of gaming continues to expand. Like all
forms'of entertainment, gaming has its
;eneric side: many games, especially those
ased upon movies, are hastily created in
order to generate profit. However, some
game designers are doing something very
special with their work.
Team Ico is one such group of game designers. Named after its first major title,
"ICO," the group is a Japanese game development team responsible for some of the
most astounding and innovative games on
today's market. Team Ico is especially darin
because it deviates from the action an
shooter elements that many contemporary
games rely upon. Rather than following
prominent trends, the members of Team Ico
produce games centered on puzzles and adventures. Their previous titles include "ICO"
and* "Shadow of the Colossus," and a new
game entitled "The Last Guardian" is currently in the making. Words cannot express
my sneer excitement.
The Last Guardian" reportedly shares stylistic and gameplay elements witn Team Ico's
previous releases, which is enough to convince me of its quality. Team Ico's games are
unlike any that I have ever experienced:
players are not overrun with adversaries or
able to interact with other characters. There
is little opportunity for character progression
and players are left entirely to their own devices. Although these differences may seem
like flaws, they define "ICO" and "Snadow
of the Colossus" as the works of art that the
gaming world'considers them to be. The designers put story and setting first, immersing players in an intensely emotional
journey. Video games are rarely referred to
as works of art, Dut "ICO" and "Shadow of
the Colossus" set the bar.
"ICO" depicts a young boy with horns on
his head, wnich is perceived as a bad omen
within his village. Horns are not exactly an
everyday trait. The villagers lock him in an
abandoned castle where ne meets Yorda, the
oppressed daughter of the castle's queen. As
ICO, players must solve puzzles and defend
Yorda in order to escape imprisonment.
Shadow creatures constantly attempt to reclaim Yorda, demanding that players simultaneously think and fight; protecting your
companion while solving complex puzzles is
no easy task. ICO presents a minimalist setting with little dialogue and instills an incomparable emotional investment in
players. Puzzle after puzzle may seem dull,
but few games have such substantial artistic
appeal.
The protagonist in "Shadow of the Colossus," the prequel to Ico, is a wanderer whose
name is never revealed. He brings a dead girl
to a magical land, begging the gods to restore
her life. The gods claim that the wanderer
must kill sixteen giant beasts, known as
colossi, before they can grant his request.
The adventure begins. Players have a sword,
a horse and an expansive world ripe for exploration. There are no enemies to encounter besides the colossi: the game
revolves around 16 separate boss fights.
Upbn defeating the colossi, players meet
with mixed emotions of triumph and regret:
despite making another step toward reviving
the girl, killing a colossus seems like ravaging
the nature's beauty. "Shadow of the Colossus" delivers an emotional experience that
only the gameplay itself can illustrate.
With two visually stunning and highly creative games in its shadow, Team Ico promises not to disappoint with "The Last
Guardian." The E3 trailer and few-released
details have me rife with anticipation. The
story follows a young boy attempting to escape vast castle ruins. Does that sound familiar? He encounters a giant griffin-like
creature, and their interaction characterizes
the gameplay. "The Last Guardian" will be
launched on the PS3 instead of the PS2, providing for even more stunning graphics than
Team Ico's previous titles. Being that the
plotlines of "ICO" and "Shadow of the
Colossus" are intimately connected, it will be
interesting to discover if the newest game
will also snare thematic elements. If The
Last Guardian" can deliver the impressive visuals and emotional experience that Team
Ico is famous for, I predict that it will be a
roaring success.

'Due Date' Movie: No Substance, All Laughs
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Features Editor
Peter Highman (Robert Downey Jr.), a highly
structured architect and expectant rather, plans to
fly from Atlanta to Los Angeles for his wife's delivery. At the airport, his open passenger door is
ripped off by a car carrying wannabe actor Ethan
Trembley (Zach Galifianakis). After more unpleasantries, the two men end up on the same
plane, the situation devolves, and both are placed
on the no-fly-list. Finding out too late that his
wallet has flown without him, Highman suddenly
has to depend on TVembley to get home. From
there, they become progressively bad for one another's health. However, the movie ends with both
characters getting to Los Angeles in, more or less,
one piece and Trembley having fulfilled his mission: to spread his father's ashes in the Grand
Canyon and to break into acting.
Downey Jr. is assaulted by a rubber bullet, a real
bullet, two possession charges, and all kinds of
bodily fluid. He then has to comment on the taste
of coffee accidently made from a dead man's
ashes. Meanwhile, the audience isn't faced by
anything unknown. Galifianakis comes from
"Tne Hangover" and other comedies by "Due
Date's" director Todd Phillips. He's known for
being outrageous. He's not loveably stupid here either; he's just inexplicable to ridiculous levels.
That said, even if the audience has never seen Galifianakis before and is, by a large margin, more familiar with the first trope than the second, there's
still no surprise.
How he plays off of Robert Downey Jr., though
interesting, is the normal relationship that a nutjob plays with a straight man; that is to say total
antagonism. Even the story line, an intimate mesh
of allusions and old tricks, boils down to the
stereotypical road trip complete with a pregnant
wife. On top of that, Downey's character is beaten
to a pulp by the handicapped Danny McBride.
When Highman's friend Darryl (Jamie Foxx)
drives them from the hospital, there's another old
joke: a possible paternity mishap. Though funny,
it can never be made clear enough that this does-
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Robert Downey Jr. stars in the comedy "Due Date," alongside Zach Galifianakis as the two roadtrip to LA.
n't
en.
- On the other hand, some jokes are amazingly
fresh, such as Foxx speeding over road drainage
with Galifianakis in the bed of his pickup, or a bull
dog that is inadvertently trained to fap-off. These
are what really make "Due Date" for tne weekend
crowd, and that's not to say that some of the old
gags aren't timeless. Using a French Market can as
an urn simply breeds comedic momentum, as
does the larval intellect behind it.
Opposing other reviews, the film's short lived
emotional complexity doesn't interrupt its good
jokes. However, it does present problems that
"Due Date" isn't motivated to solve. Highman, our
expectant father, has daddy problems and Tremblëy's father couldn't be in worse shape. One has
huge anger management issues ana the other
doesn't know if he s coming or going. If he does,
it's in so subtle a manner tnat we don't realize it

until the end. Logical and procedural meets a
complete mess of a man-child and nothing's really done about it. They have dramatic clashes,
small tokens of humanity that each get from the
other, and finally closure though we never know
why. Neither character grows when they face their
issues, nor does the cycle of ridiculous injury and
care end until they're where they're supposed to
be.
On the other hand, Highman does have a
prophetic dream in which Trembley,. as a bear,
cuts his child's umbilical cord. It never really
means to be taken seriously but may just be the
cause when things get this silly. In the end, blame
fate for them meetingg and why
why one character is
even in another's cell phone, believe it wasn't
strung together enough to mean much of anything, but please try to enjoy the ride.

From The Stage to the Big Screen: 'For Colored Girls'
JESSICA SNYDER

Rotunda Reporter
O n FrL, Oct. 25, a couple
of friends and I made our
way to Sunchase Cinema 8 to
see the highly-anticipated
"For Colored Girls."
The movie was based off
the play "For Colored Girls
Who Have Considered Suicide When the Rainbow Is
Enuf
a fan
was very
Tyler Perry did with the
piece.
The cast was composed of
some of the most well known
black actresses in the field,
including Kerry Washington,
Whoopi Goldberg, Phylicia
Rashad, Anika Noni Rose,
Kimberly Elise, Loretta
Devine, Janet Jackson, and
Thandie Newton. Newcomer
Tessa Thompson also joined
the cast, and did not disappoint with her performance.
From the beginning of the
movie, the audience knew
that the movie would be
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The new film Is packed with an impressive star-studded cast
filled with many different
emotional feelings. Like the
play, the movie addresses serious issues such as rape,
abortion, and domestic violence. The women ranked
were of all different ages,
shapes, and walks of life. The
majority of the female characters in the play lived in the

same apartment building.
The women who did not live
in the building had some
connection to someone who
did.
The actresses did ai jgreat job
with emotionally drawing
the audiences in with their
heartbreaking situations, but
the combination of the two

types of languages caused a
problem at times. The original work is based off of a series of poems with very little
transitions. The women were
connected by the similarities
of their struggle, not dialogue.
Although I believe Perry
did a good job of creating dialogue between characters
where there once was none,
the language did not match.
Periy's language was very
modern, relaxed, and conversational; but Shange's
words remained lyrical and
contained terms used when
the play was produced in the
1970s. The switching of
the different types of languages became slightly
awkward at certain times in
the movie.
Something unique about
the movie is the addition of
male characters. In the play
the women narrated the stories so there was never a face
to the men being talked
about. Hill Harper, Michael
Ealy, and Khaiil Kain are

three of the men in the cast.
Some say the men were only
shown in a negative light, but
it can be argued tnat the
women weren't shown in
great light either. For example, the character Tangie
(Thandie Newton) had very
promiscuous ways.
Although the movie ended
with the females moving past
their situations, it's definitely
not a happy piece. This content of the play was strong
and you will definitely leave
re-thinking the lives or many
"colored" women you know.
Overall I think Perry did an
okay job with the adaptation
of tne piece. It is not exactly
easy to modernize a 1970s
play for the big screen. If you
are unfamiliar with Shange's
original piece, you are more
likely to experience the shock
value of tne movie. Those
who are familiar with the
play will be better apt to understand some of the elements that may have been
lost in the transition.

Senses Fail Lights 'The Fire* With Newest EP
BEN MAITLAND

Sports Editor
I have never heard a band write and perform
songs with a greater urgency and power more than
Senses Fail. The New Jersey post-hardcore
rock
p
band has returned with the release of their fourth
studio album called "The Fire," which came out October 26 in stores and online. Senses Fail is comprised of James "Buddy" Nielsen (lyricist and
_
"
_
vocals), Garrett Zablocki
(guitar),
Zack Roach (gui(t
tar), Jason Black (bass), and Dan Trapp (drums).
Nielsen, Zablocki, and Trapp are the only remaining original members from when the band released
its first EP in 2002. "The Fire" is Black's second studio album with the band, and is the debut album
for Roach on guitar. The band has gone through
two guitarists and one bass player to date.
However, the lineup changes do not take away
from the raw power oi The Fire." Nielsen, Zablocki,
and Trapp are still the core of the band from the old.
days, ana it shows on this record The opening tide
track, "The Fire," kicks things off with a bang as
Zablocki's searing guitar and Trapp's furious drumming lead the way. "The Fire" is one of the best songs by far, and carries a lot of emotional power.
The next track worth mentioning is "St Anthony."
It picks up right where "The Fire" left off, and is an-

other highlight from the new album. Again, excellent guitar work and musicianship by the entire
bandmakes for a very poignant song.
"New Year's Eve" is tne first really visceral song on
"The Fire." Nielsen screams for a large portion of
the song, the most screaming I've heard him
nir do on
one song in quite a while. "New Year's Eve" may be
the heaviest song on the new record as it comes at
the listener like a freight train. There is a lot of anger
and resentment in Nielsens voice during the song,
and it is a lot for the listener to take in.
Other songs from "The Fire" include "Headed
West," "Lifeboats," and "Nero." Most of the songs
flow seamlessly on the album. "The Fire," "St Anthony," and "New Year's Eve" all really encapsulate
the tone of the new release. The album goes from
somewhat hopeful and optimistic to angry and
frustrated very quickly, sometimes even combining
those feelings to the point where they are all felt at
the same time.
That is what makes me like Senses Fail and their
music. Their songs make you think about life and all
the issues that come witn living your life. Nielsen
has never shied away as a lyricist in terms of what he
feels. He has struggled witn his faith in God and his
faith in people throughout his life and he carries
that over into what he writes for the band His lyrics
have taken on added depth and insight over time.

The band'sfirstfull-length album was "Let It Enfold
You." On that album, most of the songs were about
love, failed romance, and the macabre (Le. songs like
"Buried a Lie," and "Rum is for Drinking, Not for
Burning"). "Still Searching" the band's second fulllength release, dealt with
rithlo
Toss of faith and religion.
"Lite is Not a Waiting Room,"
band's third main," the band's
stream release still focused on life's strua
aggies.
On the new album, some of the songsnint at the
possibility of new beginnings, like "The Fire," "St
Anthony; and "Headed West" In "St Anthony," the
lyrics are about fighting to stay afloat in the world:
*T fearformy life, mat tne current tonight is stronger
than the will that I have to survive, so breathe you re
alive." The lyrics from "The Fire"fitthe same mold:
"I've told myself a thousand times from the ashes
we will rise. The songs are still about fighting your
demons with the possibility of peace ana hope. The
whole album does indeed feel like a fire, swirling
and raging one moment and slowly burning the
next.
With all of this being said, I still prefer Senses Fail's
older material to "The Fire." I am still not as fond of
the new band members as I was of the did lineup. I
like that the band's music can still make me think
about life and its problems. All in all, "The Fire" is
another solid, steady output from Senses Fail that
can be listened to time and time again.
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Q Latest 'Castle' Features Subways, Hawks & Murder
of hawks ... but realize that Lennie was a blind
witness to a child's abduction, and possibly the
lastperson to see his killer.
Trie precinct discovers the boy is 10-12 years
T h is week began with a pair of BMX bikers
running over a dead body in Central Park With old, ana that the kidnapper was carrying a Glock
a little investigation, the team discovers the euy 45, matching the slugs in Lennie's body.
Castle thinks of the idea to enlarge the photo to
is subway worker Lennie. After talking to fellow
workers, they find that Lennie was quite the in- the side-view mirror, to hopefully see the kidventor. He came up with the idea of installing napper's face. No dice. Then, while talking to a
electrical power shut-off boxes in every station pretzel cart vendor in the park, they find tne car
due to the 1989 electrocution death of a. fellow was a blue Saturn ... One of 6,000 registered in
the tri-state area alone. Struck out again.
worker. So, who was the murderer?
Finally, the photo renders a clue: Castle notices
Lennie, according to the ME, was shot three
times. First he was snot in the chest at long-range, cleat marks on the boy's socks, meaning he had
about 150 feet. The other two shots, in the back, been playing soccer at the time he was abducted.
were at dose-range, only about six feet away. The With a q u i » search of the city's soccer league
ME said the bullets were Glock 45s and the websites, they find their kid: 12-year-old Tyler,
shooter definitely had experience ... The plot who by then nad been missing for 36 hours.
thickens!
Tyler's parents divorced two months prior, the
With the interrogation of a red-tailed hawk en- wife leaving the janitor for the anesthesiologist.
thusiast, the team learns Lennie was a fellow Tyler was with his father, janitor Dean, at the time
hawk-watcher and potential rival due to Lennie of his abduction, and the authorities can't get a
taking photos for verification of the other man's hold of him. Dean called in sick the last two days,
hawk sightings. Was this hawk guy a possible sus- and he has a Glock, with a family cabin in the
Poconos Mountains. All the makings of a custopect?
While helping Alexis look for Theodore, Ash- dial abduction...
While interviewing people at the office building
ley's missing rat, they open the front hall closet
wnile Gram is planning to move into the Plaza where Dean works, Officer Ryan discovers itin(on Castle's tab). While searching, Castle realizes eraries for plane tickets from New York to Indithat in order to verify the hawks, Lennie must anapolis, then a credit card charge to a hotel room
have had a camera, which hadn't been found dur- near the White Plains ain>ort. Police break down
the room door and find Dean ... but no TVler.
ing the initial investigation.
Dean claims the guys who took Tyler told him
Turns out that the camera was up in a tree, right
near where Lennie's body was found As they can- to check into a room and wait for further invas the memory card, they not only find pictures structions, and that if he went to the police for

LAURA BETH STRICKER

Copy Editor

held, they'd kill his son. What are they going to
do?
In talking to Dean, he was supposed to pick up
Tyler from soccer practice. Tyler wasn't at the
usual spot, so Dean figured he'd walked home.
On his doorstep, he found a phone with a text to
tell no one and nis son's life depended on it.
The team finds that Dean's Glock is a 9mm, not
a 45. So there's one less thing that makes Dean the
bad guy.
At the precinct, Tyler's mom and her new husband arrive, who immediately argue with Dean.
The chief steps in, pleading for cooperation. All of
a sudden, a text comes in. It was a video of Tyler,
begging his dad not to go to the police, and to not
foflget to feed Ace. It was a "proof of life" video
from the ludnappers; a way of showing their victim is still dive. The team finds it was sent at 1:31
a.m., eight minutes prior. The confusing part?
The family doesn't have pets, so who is Acer
Then, another text: An address on Canal Street
with an order of 30 minutes. In talking to Dean,
they find the address is the office building where
Dean works. And he has access to every floor because of being a janitor. But why do these people
want Dean at his own workplace, at two oclock
in the morning?
Then, Castles wheels start turning. Why did it
take eight minutes for that text to come in? It hits
Castle and Beckett at once: Ace isn't a pet; it's A,
C, E - the subway lines. The text was sent from
underground! Then, even better - the A, C, and
E lines all meet underneath Canal Street - where
Dean's office is located
While Castle and Beckett canvas underground,

the others wire Dean with a microphone and
camera, so they can watch his every move in the
building. Dean starts to go the 37th floor, but
then two bad guys with guns rush in and demand
to go the 39th floor, which houses a major financial firm.
Meanwhile, Castle sees a light shining underneath a closed door. As if oy magic, one of
Lennie's electrical current shut-on boxes is
shown, next to said door. Castle shuts off the
>ower, knowing whoever is inside has a flash-

fight. Beckett goes in, shots are fired ... What's

next?
In the end, Tyler is found alive and safe. The police get the bad guys before Dean is killed in the
elevator, and turns out the ringleader was a former bond trader with a posse of ex-Wall Streeters,
hunting for unpublished earnings reports that
could have been worth millions of dollars.
Lightbulb Len caught his own killer, and one of
the posse ratted out Rincaid in two seconds at the
precinct. Speaking of rats...
Theodore was still nowhere to be found, and
Alexis is distraught that Ashley will hate her for
losing his best friend. Castle said that if he cares
about Alexis, he'll understand. Sure enough, father knows best, and Ashley was appreciative of
everything Alexis did to find Theodore. Then,
Gram screams, and Castle knew that she'd found
the rat
Next week, country superstar Lyle Lovett guest
stars to investigate a murder out of this world,
with murder, aliens, and close encounters ...
T\ine in to ABC on Monday nights at 10 p.m.

g j The Sunny Side of Fannville: The Gang Gets a New Member
BROOKE BRENNAN

Rotunda Reporter

, Aft
er weeks of anticipation, the
guest-star appearance of Saturday
Night Live's (SNLs) Jason Sudeikis finally arrives, and I'm glad to see how
well his humor is able transfer over to
Sunny. The guys of the gang rekindle
thei( fcndmip wit^. his character,
Schmftfc
#jjce*th<? fourth
member of the group; this was before
Dee and Frank joined, who we all
know are not really members of the
gang anyway.
The memory of Schmitty is restored
after the gang opens a time capsule
that they Buried ten years prior with
"valuables," including a DVD of "The
Cider House Rules," a Korn CD, and a
picture of the old gang with Schmitty.
While Dennis and Mac reminisce
about their times with Schmitty, Charlie, combats these thoughts and reminds them that Schmitty "wasn't a
good fit." Although Charlie once con-

vinced the guys to throw Schmitty out
of the gang (literally, they shoved him
out of a moving van) Mac and Dennis
insist on finding their long-lost friend.
The guys arrive at Schmitty's house
only to find that he still lives with his
mom. Immediately, Schmitty and the
boys hit it off again and go to lunch.
Dennis (having the most "refined
palette" pfthe bunch) orders food for
the entire table. Schmitty refuse» this
suggestion, orders the linguini instead,
and insists that Mac and Frank choose
their own meals too; Dennis is not
pleased.
Meanwhile, Dee is on a mission of
her own, as she finds one of the most
important possessions within the capsule: A letter to the future-famous Dee
congratulating herself on an unmet
accomplishment of becoming an actress, as well as a check to her drama
teacher, her "inspiration," for $1 million.
In a depressed rampant, Dee flees
back to her high school only to find

that her drama teacher, Mr. Meyers, is
not so inspirational anymore and allows his text-crazy students to sit in
class and "do whatever it is that they
do." His lack of inspiration truly shines
when he tells Dee that she must give
up on her dream of acting (she's too
old for that) and teach instead. Dee realizes that she needs to pump some
mjptmitioft into these brats' brains and
decides to come back-the next day to
teach his class.
Back at the bar, Schmitty continues
to score points with the gang (minus
Charlie) with his "good-natured"
humor and cool-self. Charlie loses his
temper after Schmitty does the "butt
dance" better than him, and makes fun
of his ritual "Nightcrawlers" game. He
demands that Mac and Dennis choose
either him or Schmitty, in which the
guys pick the latter of the two—"I
don't know why we didn't pick him in
the first place, Dennis says, "he has
that 'it factor.""
When Dee attempts to teach her first

'Deadliest Warrior'
JUSTIN CLATTERBUCK

Rotunda Reporter
«i
' W h o . . .is ... Deadliest?" That's the question asked at the beginning of every episode of
Spike TV's "The Deadliest Warriorr which ended
its second season on July 27,2010, with a third
season upcoming in summer 2011. The show pits
two warriors against each other in a simulated
combat scenario in order to see who is better (or
deadlier) than the other. The cast for "Deadliest
Warrior" includes biomedical scientist Geoff
Desmoulin; who rigs battle dummies with scientific equipment to collect battle data; Dr. Armand
Dorian, who looks at the battle damage done to
the test dummies to see who lives ana dies; and
Max Geiger, who takes the battle data and inputs
it into a computer simulator designed by
Slytherin studios in the U.K. To help collect the
data, two experts on each warrior are brought in
to help use the weapons effectively and to provide a better insight into how these warriors
fought and defeated enemies.
Tne show is split into both modern and ancient
warrior categories. The ancient warriors are
those who fought prior to the arrival of gunpowder, and relied on weapons like swords, axes,
bows, and shields. Modern warriors are based off
of those after the times of gunpowder. Their
weapons are split into different branches of
firearms, such as shotguns, assault rifles,
grenades, and sniper rifles. Ancient warriors
ranged from known warriors such as Apaches,
Vikings, Cdlts, and even used some of history's
legendary warriors such as William Wallace and
Vlad the lmpaler. Such is the case for those in the
modern warrior branch, which includes CIA, Israeli Commando, and noted people such as Al
Caponc and Jesse James.
Testing for the weapons is done in four to five
branches, depending on the show. The branches

include short range, medium range, long ranee,
explosives, and special weapons. After both sides
test their weapon of choice for that branch, the
experts will debate on which weapon gives its
warrior the edge in that area of combat. After all
the testing is complete, Geiger will run the simulator 1,000 times to see who the deadliest warrior is. After the battle, a data screen will appear
showing how many times that particular warrior
won, and with what weapon. Sometimes the end
result echoes an "I knew that would happen," but
it can also produce a "That's impossible that they
won" moment. Either way, it's a show that can
lead to hours of discussion afterwards and has
been the topic of many a YouTube video.
Setup for the show nas it so that ancient warriors always fight ancient warriors, so as to not
make things too one-sided, and vice-versa for the
modern warriors. Sometimes the show asks who
would win between two warriors from opposite
parts of times, such as the Viking vs. Samurai
episode.
Other times, the show would get a little more
ersonal and ask who would win between forces
nown today. Examples of this are the fipht between America's Green Berets vs. Russias Spetsnaz, or Attila the Hun vs. Alexander the Great.
However, two episodes could be seen as controversial topics when they aired the episodes of Taliban vs. IRA, which was banned in the U.K., and
the Viet Cong vs. Nazi Waffen SS.
From swinging a sword and shooting a crossbow, to detonating bombs and firing a semi-automatic shotgun, the show continues to keep
people guessing on which warrior will rise above
the other. As tne narrator says, "No rules ... no
safety... no mercy. It's a duel to the death to decide who is... The Deadliest Warrior." To watch
all the episodes, visit www.spike.com

E

class to students who are completely
uninterested in what she has to say,
Charlie shows up looking for friendship and encouragement after being
rejected by the gang. Dee tells him to
get a job doing something he's good at,
such as "taking trash and throwing it
into dumpsters," and to make friends
there. With that, he has a revelation of
his own: he will wply for the school's
jan j|or position, pminjy So that he and
Dee can be best friends.
The interview between Charlie and
the principle is one of the best scenes
of tne entire season. Charlie presents
a picture of Bruce Jenner instead of a
resume and, in order to prove that he
will make a "genuine ass of himself if
hired, he asks (and later demands) to
eat the man's purple eraser because "it
smells of grapes. The principle is utterly impressed with Charlie's motivation to do custodial work and hires
him on the spot; he begins immediately.
During my second favorite scene of

the episode, the guys host their initiation ceremony for Schmitty at Patty's,
which involves a bell, lit candles, and a
large red chair for him to sit on. "This
is weird as hell... you guys see that,
right?" Schmitty asxs, but nis question
is ignored. It isn't until Schmitty
roundhouse kicks the initiation bell
that Mac loses his cool, and the boys
decide, once again, to throw Schmitty
out of a moving car. This time, though,
Schmitty willingly gets out of the vehicle.
The episode ends in another twopart cliffhanger in which the guys
show up at the school and beg for
Charlie to re-join the gang. To our surprise, Charlie gladly refuses: "I'm a
janitor now." We're glad that Charlie
has found his place in world, and we
can't wait to witness more of Dee's "inspirations" in this week's episode: "Dee
Reynolds: Shaping America's Youth."
Let's just hope this title holds little
truth. TUne in to FX this Thursday at
10 p.m. and find out.

' 16 & Pregnant? Review
BROOKE JENKINS

Rotunda Reporter
T h e show "16 & Pregnant" is back with its
third season, after completing its second season
of the extended series, "Teen Mom." This season, just like the previous two, is packed with
drama, tears, absent boyfriends, and upset
mothers. The season kicked off on October 26,
a week after "Teen Mom's" finale.
The season started off with 16-year-old
Brooke. Her life is racing cars, and that is how
she met her boyfriend Cody. He moved in with
Brooke and her family, so he could save up
enough money for the two of them to have their
own place. Brooke and Cody decided to get
married, and Brooke made sure the wedding
was before her belly got too big. The newlyweds
did not have enough money for a honeymoon
so they decided to spend it at their favorite
place, the track.
After Cody lost the race,
Brooke realized it that would be the last time
they would get a chance to race for a while.
When the couple found out it was a boy, they
decided to name him Brody, which is a mix between their names. During the pregnancy,
Brooke struggles to maintain her school work
and pushes Cody to do his, so he can graduate
early and work. Brooke's goal is to graduate high
school, so she can get her diploma, and get a decent job.
Brooke starts looking at barns to live in, and
put on her family's property so that they do not
nave to pay for land. Cody was up for tne idea,
until he found out how much it would cost. At
the end of the semester Cody took the test that
would determine if he could graduate early, and
he failed, but then passed it the second time.
After the baby came, Brooke took care of her
baby, with a lot of help from Cody, until it was

time for her to go back to school. When it was
time for her to go back, the separation was
harder than she realized. Brooke is still working hard to get her diploma, and Cody is helping out wherever he can. The couple visits tne
barn occasionally to keep the dream alive.
The second episode aired on November 2,
with Felicia. Felicia is a 17-year-old senior. She
lives with her grandma, mom, stepdad, and her
boyfriend Alex. Felicia and Alex seem willing
to work together, until her mother starts bickering with him all the time about never being
at the house. Felicias goal is to be the first in her
family to graduate high school, and when her
mom found out about her pregnancy, her first
worry was Felicia not graduating. After Alex
became worn out from all the fighting with Felicia's mother, he and Felicia moved in with her
sister. Felicia quickly realized that he was not
going to be around for much of anything. After
nine nours in labor, Felicia had a baby girl, and
named her Genesis Alexa. When Genesis was
born, Alex was there for a few hours, and then
found a way to bolt. Felicia decided it would be
best if she moved back in with her mom, where
she knew she would have help with the baby.
Alex wasn't seen until the next day at the hospital, after he went to work, and he left seconds
after he dropped off Felicia and Genesis at the
house.
After no help from Alex, Felicia confronted
him and told him that he needed to be there for
his child. She said she did not need him for
himself anymore, and he agreed he did not want
to be with her. At the end of the show, Felicia
explained that she hopes it will work out between her and Alex. During the show she said,
"I thought having a baby would make him grow
up," and later on claimed, "This is not the life I
planned for me."
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'Eurydice' Preview: LU Theatre Production Retells Greek Myth
TAMIKA SAYLES

Assistant Ad Manager
T h e Longwood University Theatre Department is highly anticipating the opening of "Eurydice," their second production of the fall season.
The production oners a modern twist on the
timeless Greek myth of Orpheus and Eurydice.
In addition, the elaborate scenic elements and
costumes add to the very fabric of the story by incorporating elements of naturalism and fantasy.
The use of water throughout various scenes is
both powerful and symbolic.
The author, Sarah Ruhl, skillfully creates a modern world filled with impeccable wit, irony, and
seriousness that is light, yet challenging. Unlike
the Greek myth, the production does not focus
on Orpheus' pilgrimage to rescue his wife from
the Underworld Instead, it focuses on Eurydice's
decent into the Underworld, what she finds there.
Memories, comfort, love, loss, and grief are just
some of the emotions she encounters, and are all
major themes within the production.
Pamela Arkin, associate professor of theatre, is
the play's director. She joined the theatre department in 1990 and has since directed roughly 26
plays at Longwood. Arkin said, "Eurydice is
spunky... She's determined. In one part she says,
Tve got ideas, someone listen to me.' This is totally different because you're use to thinking
about the great love story in the Greek myth."

H

In the Greek myth, Eurydice is described as a
nymph, a goddess of nature that is strikingly
young and Beautiful. However, she lacks the ability to make decisions for herself and remains passive. The central characters make decisions for
her and she is expected to abide by them. Unlike
the Greek myth, Ruhl gives Eurydice a modern
feminist approach by allowing her to exercise
control over decisions.
Freshman Nikki Eaker will play Eurydice, the
title character. Eaker said, "My character is really
happy in the beginning, but then she finds out
that everything may not happen the way she
wants it to. I think the show is really interesting,
the lights, everything; it all clicks. People should
definitely come see it."
Similar to Greek theatre, Ruhl uses the chorus
as a way to connect with the audience. Arkin said,
"Traditionally, the Greeks had a chorus to give the
populations point of view on things and to help to
move the story along. This playwright chose to
take stones and give them personalities. The
Photo By : Mat Ortwi
stones represent the Greek chorus. We are play- Junior Kyle Butler and freshman Nikki Eaker play husband and wife Orpheus & Eurydice in newest production.
ing the stones as if they're just bratty children.
Junior Kyle Buder will play Orpheus, Eurydice's
Freshman Cat Tignor, who plays Little Stone in
"Eurydice" will run for two weeks, November
husband. Butler describes the scenery as being 11-14 & 18-21. Thursday through Saturday per- the production, said, "The show is an experience.
magnificent. He said, "When I got here we did formances will be at 7 p.m., and Sunday matinees It's a play that will make you really think about
'Dracula,' of course, and that was a phenomenal at 3 p.m. Tickets are $5 for students (Longwood your life, the afterlife, ana what you believe ... I
set, but I think this set tops it bar none ... It tells ID required), $6 for Senior Gitizen, other stu- think it can relate to everybody."
a story without us having to tell a story. Plus, I get dents, Longwood Faculty and Staff, and $8 for
to stand in a raining elevator on stage."
General Admission.

'Grey's Anatomy' Review: 'That's Me Trying'

SHELBY JENNETTE

Rotunda Reporter
T h i n g s are back to normal this
week on "Grey's Anatomy!" The
episode kicks off with Owen putting
the million dollars the Chief gave him
to good use with his trauma certification lab. The doctors are split up into
teams to work on several of injured
mannequins. After rigorous "treatment" and attention towards the mannequins, only Alex and April remain.
Jackson ends up quitting, where all the
others simply failed.
Did I mention that it was pouring
down raining? No? Well it was a
downpour on the doctors. The fictional plane that Owen promised
would come never came. April is convinced that this is a true contest and
won't give up until she is announced
winner. After she diagnoses the "pa-

tients" correctly, she proudly loads her
two .surviving mannequins into a
nearby ambulance. She treats this as a
real scenario and hops into the ambu-

"After she diagnoses the
"patients" correctly, she
proudly loads her two
surviving mannequins
into a nearby
ambulance.
lance even after Owen has screamed at
her and told her that the ambulance
isn't part of the exercise. Looks like
Alex and April just got certified ...
Roy, the patient from last week's
episode, is still at Seattle Grace and,
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thankfully, lungs have become available for him. After Roy's estranged
daughter shows up, Roy starts crashing. Cristina, like a deer in headlights,
completely freezes. Roy stabilizes, but
this may mean a new heart for Roy.
Lexies patient, Christy, is getting a
gluteal implant. In short, she just
wants a bigger butt. Actually, she
wants a REALLY big butt. Lexie believes Christy is having the surgery to
impress someone, but the truth is
Christy just wants her jeans to fit her
correcUy. She doesn't expect Lexie to
understand because even under her
lab coat Christy can tell that she has
the perfect derriere. Just ask Mark.
Dr. Jennifer Strathy and Dr. Bailey
perform the autopsy on Mary, who
died from unknown causes. Dr. Stanley is seen as an insensitive doctor, as
she is more worried about her lunch
plans and dinner reservations; while

Bailey, who is attached to Mary as her
doctor, really wants to find out the
truth about how she died.
Derek struggles with his research
process on curing Alzheimer's. He realizes there is no way that Meredith
can be a part of his clinical trial, because he would only be focusing on
her, not the research.
Callie and Arizona are packing for
their three-year trip to Africa. Callie is
bummed when the Chief mentions he
had big plans for her. What plans? Reverse psychology? I think so.
Callie gets even more upset when
only three people show up to their
going-away party. But hey, at least
there were cupcakes! When Callie and
Arizona make it to the hospital, they
have a huge dispute about tneir move
to Africa, and Arizona confesses that
she doesn't want Callie to come with
her, so she boards that plane alone.

Meredith wants Cristina to talk to
Roy's daughter, but she just can't do it.
She explains to Meredith, "I was
scared when he coded. I am scared
now that he's stable. I'm scared walking across the lobby. I am scared all the
time." She doesnt understand how
Meredith, who was with Cristina the
day of the shooting, is fine and she's
ruined. If Meredith hadn't needed
Cristina to save Derek's life, she would
have walked away. It sounds like to me
that Cristina is blaming Meredith for
her trauma.
Roy's procedure is a success and
Teddy congratulates Cristina on ^job... '
well clone. 'Cristina asks for a minute
with the Chief, and we later find out
that she has quit her job. Cristina feels
at peace, but is this decision the right
one for her? Find out next week on
Thursday on ABC at 9 p.m.
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OPINIONS/EDITORIALS
Longwood University

You Don't Need a Degree in Political Science to Care
NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief
Blue blood. It's the not-so -loving nickname
Corey gave me on November 2, while we waited
to find out who won the elections. Anyone who
knows me and Corey can understand why that
is funny. I think it goes without saying that Corey
and I do not share the same political viewpoints,
and often find ourselves disputing various political issues.
Two years ago, I would not have even entertained the idea of discussing politics. I would
have not said a single thins about my viewpoints,
or what I believe in. I woiild do anything to avoid
talking about politics; terrified that someone
might question me on whom or what I voted for.
I was interested in politics, especially social issues. I had opinions in high school, but they were
fairly weak. I would hear a "hot button issue,"
considered it for a couple of seconds, and chose
a side. I certainly was in no position to defend or
argue my viewpoint. It was more of a gut instinct,
and what I felt was right that guided my opinions.
I did grow up in a very populated area of
Northern Virginia, and I went to high school
with kids who were from other countries and
spoke other languages at home. Diversity was
nothing new to me. In fact, it was so normal to
me that I stopped paying attention to those cultural details.
It wasn't until I got to college and meant a
whole new scope of people that my viewpoints
started to change. By a new scope of people, I
mean people with a southern upbringing. Yes,
the thing mat is normal for most of the people
who go to Longwood was the thing that threw
me off.

Meeting new people with a different upbringing and different political beliefs made me
strengthen me beliefs. Listening to Corey, for example, changed how I thought. Corey was intense in his beliefs, intense to the point of
ridiculous. I take this moment to point out his
"It's November 5" note on Facebook. I did not
discover this note until months after President
Obama was elected, but it still made me even
more of a " leftist agenda hugging liberal" as the
freshman version of Corey felt the need to call
us.
Let me take this moment to quickly interject
that Corey has calmed down a bit since he posted
that note. He is still a Republican, that's for sure,
but he is much more reasonable and even admits
he was a ierk then. The point of this editorial is
not to call Corey out on his political beliefs. It's to
show how I have changed. When I first read that
note, probably the end of freshman year, it made
me really upset. I couldn't believe he has written
those words, but I was so scared of arguing that
I exited out of the note and pretended like I had
never read it.
Corey didn't even know I was a Democrat until
after we started dating, even though we were best
friends before. That's how "my lips are sealed" I
was about my political beliefs. I didn't feel intelligent enough to argue my viewpoint. There were
too many political issues that I didn't know anything about that I was afraid if I even gave a hint
to wnat I did believe I'd be thrown into this
wrestling match ring, and ridiculed for being a
"dumb Democrat."
I also believed my vote didn't matter. I wanted
to vote because I was excited I had the right, and
I felt like it was my civic duty, but I did not feel
like my vote meant anything in the end. I had my
own opinions, and I felt passionate about many

issues, but I was too nervous about my political
being that I didn't want to get involved at all.
After all, I was 18, sitting in my dorm room
doing my math homework. How was I going to
decide who would serve best in the position?
There is a strong argument that one person
cannot make a difference. For example, when
Obama and McCain were running for president, I believed it did not matter if my absentee
ballot made it to the polling place. In that case
there was the Electoral College in play. The Electoral College is a group of representatives who
are chosen to formally cast their ballot for the
president. Virginia has 13 Electoral College representatives. In 2008, Obama won Virginia. The
Electoral College representatives "cast' a vote for
the state for Obama since that's how the popular
vote went.. • •
An example how votes are important is the
Presidential election in 2000. The Democratic
candidate, Al Gore, received the "popular vote"
but the Republican candidate, George W. Bush,
received the Electoral College vote. A total of 270
Electoral College votes were needed, and Bush
received 271 to Gore's 266, making it an extremely close race.
Small-scale elections are the same way. Tom
Perriello ran for the Virginia 5th District back in
2008 against Virgil Goode. The article "Top 10
political upsets of 2008" on politico.com explained that many people, even those who were
politically bloggine and leaned to the left, felt
that Perriello would be a long shot to win the
election.
Perriello started out trailing Goode by more
then 30 points. Goode had some slip-ups with
comments he made, and Perriello continued to
pull forward in the race. Perriello ended up winning the spot by less than 1,000 votes.

Even voting here on campus is important. Over
the last several years there hasn't been much to
vote on in regards to the Student Government
Association (SGA), seeing as so many people ran
unopposed in their positions. This April was
very different, however. There was a heated debate and competition between presidential candidates Ben Brittain and Emilv Van Daniker.
Both candidates had political platforms, an intense passion for the position, and a number of
supporters. The vote was unbelievably close that
there were even questions about who won.
Van Daniker was originally told she won the
race, but several days later it was announced that
Brittain waS actually the winner of the race and
would serve as the SGA president for the 20102011 school year. According to an article Corey
wrote in April, Brittain received 665 votes (54
percent), Van Daniker won 487 votes (46 percent) and 66 people (4 percent) chose to abstain
from selecting a presidential candidate. This
makes for a very small margin. What is my point
with this rant?
Get out and vote! Stop being so nervous and
just vote. Who cares what your major is or what
your spare activities are or what your family typically votes for. Don't get me wrong, I loved political science (so much that I added a minor in
it) but I do not think that's the criteria you need
to vote or get involved. What's so wrong with a
biology major joining college Republicans, or a
business major joining college Democrats, or an
English major getting involved with SGA Senate.
You don't need a shiny degree, extensive political
background, or debating skills that could crush
anyone to get involved in politics. All you need to
do is get involved.
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The Rotunda were sent to therotundaonline@gmail.com. Now, each branch of the staff h a i l i g f f l
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To contact Editor-in-Chief Nicole Dales (including-Letters to the Editor}, use r o t u n d a ^ d l f g W ^ S ^ i
To contact the business department, use rotundabusiness@gmall.com.

Props to:

To send in series for any section, use rotundastories@gmail.com.

+ Stylish wintef wardrobes
+ Rumors of snow
+ Ordering pizza late at night
+ Study groups where no one studies
+ New dresses
+ Brandy in Java City
+ Editor-in-Chief Nicole Dales and News
Editor Corey Morris having their one-year
anniversary!

To contact the copy editing department, use rotundacopy@gmail.com.
To contact the online department, use therotundaonline@gmail.com.
To send in any general inquires for or about the newspaper, use rotundanewspaper@gmail.com
Thank you for your cooperation I
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Drops to:
- 8 a.m. classes in the cold
- Final projects
- Never getting to the gym
- Buses breaking down
- Your card getting declined at Walmart
• Upset stomachs
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Longwood Club Baseball Ends Their Season
tinued to look strong at the plate
with sophomore second baseman
Chris Thayer going 2-2. Senior
O n Sat., Nov. 6, Longwood's catcher Matt McCloud went 1-2
Club Baseball team took on the with two walks, two runs, and a
Virginia Commonwealth Univer- stolen base.
In game two, the Lancers were
sity (VCU) Rams in a doubleheader. In game one, junior down 2-1 in the bottom of the sevitcher Brett Draper carried a no- enth inning before senior outitter through the first 6 2/3 in- fielder Anthony Capaso hit a
nings before giving up two hits and game-tying RBI single, sending the
two runs. Draper threw for seven game into extra innings. The
innings with seven strikeouts, two Lancers went down again 4-2 in
hits, and two earned runs. Draper the eighth. The team went on to
commented on his almost no-hit score three runs in the bottom of
bid, saying, "I threw a lot of first the eighth to win the game with a
pitch strikes which made it easier final score of 5-4. Senior Nick Inge
came through in the clutch with
for me to be effective."
Juniorfirstbasemen Russell Hill the game-winning sacrifice fly.
and sophomore outfielder John Sophomore pitcher Tyler Faubert
Ponton both looked fierce at the threw for five innings with two
plate going 2-3. The Lancers con- hits, five walks, and nine strikeKATLYN NORMAN

Asst. Online Editor

E

outs. The Lancers finished the fall
season with a final record of 9-5.
McCloud said, "I think we
played probably the best we played
all season to be honest. For some
reason, we always bring our Agame against VCU.
Longwood Club Baseball will
start back up in spring 2011 for
their regular season. Hill commented, 'We have big expectations
for our team in the spring. I think
we have proven that we are one of
the best Division II teams in the
country after handling William &
Mary and VCU easily. Anything
less than a World Series appearance from us would be considered
a failure to me."

Ottavio Named to ESPN Academic All-District 3 Soccer First-Team
age; must have participated in at least 50 percent of the team's games;
and have reached sophoO n Longwood Uni- more athletic eligibility.
versity sophomore for- As a first-team choice,
ward
Lindsey Ottavio will now be inOttavio|Fairfax (W.T. cluded on the Academic
Woodson) has been All-America* ballot.
Ottavio started 18 of
named to the 2010 ESPN
Academic All-District 3 19 matches for LongWomen's Soccer First- wood (11-8), and led the
Team. She is one of only Lancers with 16 goals
three student-athletes and one assist for 33
from a Virginia school points. She tied the
selected to one of the school-record for season
three District teams goals, including five mulamong 33 honorees. To tiple-goal matches with
be nominated, a student- one hat-trick, and four
athlete must be a starter game-winning scores.
or important reserve Ottavio ranked among
with at least a 3.30 cumu- the top-10 in Division I
lative grade point aver- goals and points all seaPRESS RELEASE FROM
LONGWOOD ATHLETICS

Longwood Announces Home TV Game For JMU Visit Dec. 1
PRESS RELEASE FROM LONGWOOD
ATHLETICS

Longwood University Athletics has announced
that SPORTSfever Television Network will produce the
Lancers' home mens basketball game against visiting
lames Madison University on Wednesday, Dec. 1, for
live national coverage on Fox College Sports (FCS) beginning at 7 p.m. It will be thefirst-everLive TV telecast or a Longwood intercollegiate sports event
on-campus from Willett Hall. FCS (Atlantic) TV is
available nationwide via local cable systems, including
Shentel locally, as well as both DIRECTV and Dish
satellite networks.
"We are excited to present our first home televised
event," said Director of Athletics Troy Austin. "It provides us an opportunity to display the hard work and
talents of our mens basketball team, and highlight the
great fan support of the Longwood University community"
Longwood and James Madison of the Colonial Athletic Association have met five times over the last six
seasons with each school winning on its home floor.
The Dukes currently lead the series at 3-2, including a
96-86 win in Harrisonburg last February 22. The
Lancers defeated JMU 79-76 the last time the two
teams met in Farmville two seasons ago on Dec. 3,
2008. Three of the previousfivegames have been decided by four points or less, including both LU wins in
Willett Hall. •
"Whenever something is built there are a series of
historic firsts that occur, explained head coach Mike
Gillian. "This game being televised live is certainly an-

other one of those firsts for Longwood Basketball and
Longwood Athletics. Our mens basketball program
has made Willett Hall a tough place for opponents to
play. The Lancer fans (especially the student body)
ave been fantastic in making this an exciting venue
have
for college basketball, and now everyone who doesn't
have a chance to see that in person will be able to see
it on TV.
"Putting one of our home games on television has
been an important part of our athletic department's
strategic plan, and the diligent work of Troy Austin and
Greg Prouty have been the driving force behind making this a reality. All that's left now is to pack the gym
and make this nistoric night a special one."
SPORTSfever Television Network was launched in
2002 by President and Owner Gorden Blain. Its quality professional production units, staff, network distribution, and marketing resources have been partnering
with universities and colleges throughout Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, Virginia, Maryland,
Delaware, Georgia, New Jersey, and New York to provide telecasts of :ollege football and basketball games
since 2007. Former Longwood radio play-by-play announcer Jon Schaeffer, currently the Manager of Media
Relations & Broadcasting for the Philadelphia Phillies'
Triple-A Affiliate Lehigh Valley IronPigs, will handle
the game's play-by-play.
Longwood expects this first-ever televised contest
to draw a capacity crowd to Willett Hall. For ticket information, please contact the Longwood Athletic
Ticket Office at 434.395.2378.

DOMINO'S PIZZA

New sauce.
New crust.
New cheese.
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Lancer Cash!

Student Value Menu: Just $7.99
Large 1 topping pizza
Medium 2 topping pizza
Small 1 topping pizza & 20 oz. Coke
Any chicken & bread
Any 2 breads

OPEN REALLY, REALLY LATE!
2 AM
3 AM
1 AM

For coupons or to order online go to

www.f a rm vi I ledo mi rios .CO m.

PIGSKIN FOOTBALL PICKS
BEN MAITLAND: (24-24)
-No. 9 Ohio State over Penn State: Joe Paterno may have won his
400th game as head coach, but the Buckeyes are too strong for an
undermanned and young Nittany Lion squad.
-No. 23 South Carolina over No. 22 Florida: Steve Spurrier will have
the Gamecocks ready to go against Urban Meyer's Gators. In the
fight for the SEC, the edge goes to the Gamecocks' offense.
-No. 1 Oregon over California: It's time to queue The Duck this
week as the nation's No.l team keeps rolline towards a possible title
game. Offense has been Oregon's bread and butter and this week is
more of the same.
-Baltimore over Atlanta: The Ravens win the battle of the birds as a
result of good defense. Ray Lewis and Co. keeps Matt Ryan and the
Falcons at bay.
-Pittsburgh over New England: The Steelers snuck away with a
Monday night win against the Bengals, but will return ready and focused to stop Brady and the Pats' offense.
-Philadelphia over Washington: In what could be very one-sided,
Vick shows again that he is the quarterback to watch in the NFL.
That injury has not stopped him one bit.

KEENAN CRUMP: (27-21)
-No. 9 Ohio State over Penn State: Ohio State has hit their stride as
the end of the season approaches. Joe Pa got his 400th win last week,
but will be stuck on that number after this week.
-No. 22 Florida over No. 23 South Carolina: The Gators spoil another solid season for the "Old Ball Coach" in "The Swamp" as the
Gamecocks get eaten alive in Gainesville.
-No. 1 Oregon over California: The Ducks keep rolling in Berkeley
with another top-notch performance on offense before two big
matchups with Arizona and Oregon State to end the season.
-Atlanta over Baltimore: The Falcons squeak out with a close victory
over the Ravens as both defenses fall victim to a duo of talented QBs
in "Hot-lanta."
-Pittsburgh over New England: "Big Ben" seems to be in a groove
under center and the defense is playing with a swagger that will harass Tom Brady all night long.
-Philadelphia over Washington: The Michael Vick experience travels
to D.C. to get redemption for an early season loss in Philly to a team
that's now in turmoil.

NATHAN EPSTEIN: (28-20)
- No. 9 Ohio State over Penn State: Too much defense and too
oung of a Nittany Lion offense. Sorry Joe Pa, but win No. 401 will
,ave to wait until next weekend.
- No. 22 Florida over No. 23 South Carolina: Despite Florida's struggles on offense this season, a win over Georgia gives them confidence at home against a good South Carolina team.
-No. 1 Oregon over California: Nobody has figured out Oregon's offense so far this season and it will not be California who solves the
riddle. More pushups for The Duck in this one.
-Baltimore over Atlanta: Baltimore produces just enough defense to
sneak away with the win in Atlanta. The combination of Joe Flacco
and Ray Rice will prove too much for the Falcons' defense.
-Pittsburgh over New England: New England's defense could not
stop a college team right now and Pittsburgh's defense is still tough
and physical. In the battle of the NFLs best, the home Steelers produce enough offense to win.
-Philadelphia over Washington: The Redskins' chemistry is in shambles right now and Michael Vick has only lost once since earning the
starting QB job in Philly (the only loss coming when he was injured
last time against the 'Skins).

I

ADMINISTRATOR TIM PIERSON:
-No. 9 Ohio State over Penn State: Joe Pa got a great win last week in
their comeback against Northwestern ana they will need to enjoy it
because the Buckeyes will roll in this over Penn State.
-No. 22 Florida over No. 23 South Carolina: I like the Gamecocks,
but can't see them winning in Gainesville - Go Gators!
-No. 1 Oregon over California: I said a couple of weeks ago the
Ducks are the best team in college football; they are too good, too
quick and too green for the CAL Bears.
-Baltimore over Atlanta: Tough pick here, but I like the Ravens to
win on the road against a good Falcon team - Ravens by a field goal!
-Pittsburgh over New England: It is always difficult to pick against
Tom Braay, but I like the Steelers in this one as they might be the
best team in the NFL!
-Philadelphia over Washington: Too many mixed messages with McNabb and Coach Shanahan. Eagles by 10!

WMLU 91.3WÊmSSi
FM SPORTS PROGRAMMING
•WMLU91.SFMV

B e c o m e a f a n of D o m i n o ' s P i z z a - F a r m v i l l e , V i r g i n j a o n
F a c e b o o k to h e a r a b o u t o u r s p e c i a l s right a w a y o r just c a l

(434)392-3000.

Sept. 17, and followed
that effort with an assist
during a 2-0 road win at
Big South Conference
member Radford University Sept. 19.
Longwood finished
with its 12th overall 10win season in the 17-year
history of the program,
incluaing its fifthstraight winning year,
and 14th overall winning
campaign since the team
began competition in
1994. The Lancers were
8-2 at home this season,
and are now 35-10-1
(.772) at the Athletics
Complex over the five
years of competition at
the facility.

•
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Mo nday - Thursday
Friday & Saturday
Sunday

son, and was ranked in a
tie for third in goals,
while tied for ninth in
points nationally this
week
In the classroom, Ottavio has attained a 4.00
GPA as a Kinesiology
major. She was a 2010
Longwood Scholar-Athlete Award recipient, as
well as the Longwood
Herbert R. Blackwell
Scholarship recipient.
Ottavio earned ECAC
Division I Women's Soccer Offensive Player of
Week honors September
21 after posting ner first
career hat-trick during a
6-0 shutout past Southern Conference opponent Elon University

women's basketball leans
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Men's Rugby Dominates Competition to Win Championship of the Union
JESSIE GIFFON

Rotunda Reporter
T h e Longwood men's rugby team
traveled to Richmond on Sat., Nov. 6 to
take on the best of the Virginia Rugby
Union (VRU) in the annual Ed Lee
Championship, symbolic of the Championship of the Union.
Two days later, Longwood proved it

was worthy of the title. In two games,
the team outscored its opponents 99-7,
tallying 16 tries against two. In the final
four format, Saturday's opponent was
cross-town rival Hampaen-Sydney
College (H-SC). Longwood scored
early and ran to a 24-0 lead but then
poor discipline on the part of Longwood let H-SC score analed to the dismissal of Captain Preston Leep for the
remainder or the tournament.

Longwood men's rugby celebrates the Ed Lee Championship.

A halftime lead of 24-7 and playing
one man short, the Lancers re-focused
their energy and scored virtually atwill
in the second half. A total of 12 tries
from Dan Waite (2), TJ Van Petten (2),
Lance Walters, Eric "Prancer" Minor.
Frostt Salem, Jesse Kelly, Jay Kennedy,
Brant "The Situation" Hawkins, Leep,
and Brad Rogers plus 6 of 12 conversion
kicking from Minor gave Longwood
the 72-7 rout.
Sunday's game was against William
& Mary (W&M), a double overtime
winner over Richmond in the other
semi-final. This game was closer but
Longwood pressure offense dominated
territory for long stretches of time.
Minor gave the Lancers an early lead 30 in the first two minutes of the game
but once again poor discipline allowed
W&M a score and it looked like W&M
would carry a 5-3 lead to the half. However, a late penalty by W&M set up a
play for Longwood, and Kennedy
touched down to give the Lancers an 8-

5 edge. In the second half, superior fitness allowed LU almost constant pressure within 25 meters of the opposition
goal. W&M defense was stout but not
enough to keep Waite, Frostt and Matt
"Lion Paws" Marino from scoring. The
final score was 27-5.
The wins leave the team with an undefeated season and their third VRU
title in 5 years and in the Sweet 16 for
the national Championship Playoffs.
During the 9-0 season, the team
outscored the opposition by 250 points.
For his outstanding play over both
games this weekend, Alex' Ropes" Randall was named man-of-the matches.
The men's next action will be at the
Christmas 7's tournament in Richmond
on Dec. 4. More pictures and information can be found on the website longwoodrugby.org, or Facebook or
Twitter.

Field Hockey Places Third in NorPac Tourney
Cardinals offensively with one goal and one assist,
while Travlos added a pair of assists and four shot atSports Editor
tempts.
The field hockey team then defeated Davidson ColT h e Longwood University field hockey team lege 2-0 on Saturday, Nov. 6 in Davidson to come in
dropped a 3-0 match against Stanford University in the third place in the NorPac Tournament. The Lancers
first Northern Pacific Field Hockey Conference (Nor- were led by senior Lauren van de Kamp and sophoPac) semifinal match on Friday, Nov. 5. The tourna- more Brittany Diaz who each scored one goal against
ment was held in Davidson, N.C. The East #2 seed the Wildcats (14-8) during the match. Longwood's
Lancers fell to 7-13 on the year while the West #1 seed record was 2-1 in the NorPac Tournament, finishing
in third place for the second time in three seasons.
Cardinals stretched their record to 13-5.
"We gave Stanford too much space and time in the The Lancers final record for the season was 8-13 after
first halE* said third-year Head Coach Iain Byers. "We winning five of their final six matches. Coach Byers
played better hockey in the second half. We are disap- was happy that his team closed the season on a hot
pointed with the result and the end of our champi- streak.
"We played well today? said Byers. "Davidson is a
onship hopes."
The Cardinals gained an early advantage with a 1-0 great attacking team, but we controlled their shooting
lead in the ninth minute on a goal by Becky Dru off a and executed efficiendy. It was a bit nerve-wracking
pass from Xanthe Travlos. Stanford added another goal at the end when we went down to 10 players, but we
to the lead in the 16th minute when Katherine Swank fought through it. We're proud of how we played and
deflected a wayward shot into the cage to put the Car- the third-place finish. It was especially nice for our
dinals ahead 2-0. The third goal was scorea by the Car- three seniors. We wouldn't have made it to this point
dinal's Emily Henriksson in the 25th minute. Stanford in the season without their leadership. They've all
really outplayed the Lancers, outshooting Longwood worked individually and as a group to help this season
end on a positive note."
10-3 in the op
Longwood was in command of the match for most
Longwood's defense rallied in the second half and
of
the first half, outshooting Davidson 10-4 in the
limited Stanford to only four shots. Longwood had
chance to score on a corner attempt, but the opportu- opening period alone. Goulding recorded the shutout
nity was stymied when Stanford goalkeeper Alessan- with three saves in the first half, including two backdra Moss deflected a shot by junior Olga Knop that to-back saves in the 11th minute. The Lancers had several opportunities to score and put some distance on
was headed for the cage.
For the match, Stanford outshot Longwood 14-5 Davidson in the opening period, but Davidson's goaland held a 7-5 advantage in penalty corners. Sopho- keeper Sarah Fisner kept the match scoreless at the
more Kaye Goulding made five saves and let three half.
In the second half, Longwood took a 1 -0 lead in the
goals get past her in 70 minutes for the Lancers, while
Moss made a pair of saves for Stanford. Longwood was 54th minute when Diaz received an assist from senior
led offensively by Knop with three shot attempts, in- Kimberly Sullivan and scored. The Lancers scored
cluding two of the Lancers shots on goal. Dru led the again in the 63rd minute when van de Kamp sent a
BEN MAITLAND

Women's Rugby Takes 3rd
Place in VRU Tournament
JESSIE GIFFON

Rotunda Reporter
T h e Longwood women's rugby team traveled
to Richmond this weekend to play in the Sandy Lee
Cup, competition symbolic of the Virginia Rugby
Union (VRU) Women's Championship. The team
has had ups and downs this season but was coming
off a strong victory versus VMI last week. In the
semi-finals on Saturday they faced Mary Washington. This has been a good rivalry and it has been
over a year since Longwood beat MW. This was an
excellent game and the Longwood women pulled^
together. MW scored first after a long goal line at-'
tack and took a 7-0 lead. Longwood bounced back
and scored on a break from Gabby Dixon to even
the score 7-7 after the Nikole Varhegyi conversion.
The second half started positively for Longwood,
but a few key injuries slowed down the attack and
MW scored two unanswered tries and closed out
the game with a 21 -7 victory over LU. -

minutes to get the win.
The Lancers outshot the Wildcats 17-7. A 9-5 advantage in penalty corners also helped Longwood get
the victory. Goulding finished the match with three
saves. Freshman Stacey de Grandhomme attempted
five shots, the most of any player during the match.
Fisher finished with seven saves and two goals allowed
in 70 minutes. The Wildcats were led offensively by
Finley Amato with two shots.
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And the
Hits Keep
on Coming
BEN MAITLAND

Sports Editor
It's been a wild and
wooly first nine weeks in
the NFL season. The coach
of America's Team has been
let go. A player with all the
talent in the world and an
attitude to match has
changed teams twice (yes,
that's you Randy Moss).
SPORTS
Coaches and players have
COLUMN
been at each other's throats
for the better part of the
season. Helmet-to-helmet
contact has become synonymous with fines and possible suspensions. Players even have been spit at on
the field. It begs the question just what in the world is
going on in the NFL
Just this past Monday, Wade Philips became the
sacrificial lamb as a result of the Dallas Cowboys'
struggles this season. The 'Boys sit at the bottom of
the cellar in the NFC East with an atrocious 1-7
record. After the rough start to the year, it was rumored that Philips was on the hot seat and Jerry Jones
finally pulled the plug on his head coach after a 45-7
defeat on Sunday night against the Packers.
I don't know if it was Philips' inability to control
his young team or if it was just that the team itself is
in a funk. My take is that as head coach you cannot
play for your team. They are the ones who have to go
out on the field and compete and execute. Right now,
without their starting quarterback, Dallas is lost. Even

"I don t know if it was
Philips inability to control his young team or if
it was just that the team
itself is in a funk.."
before Romo was hurt, they were in trouble. Maybe
with a younger coach the Cowboys will get back in
the win column, but right now they are in a bad place
as a franchise. Sorry Wade, but Jerry had to get rid of
someone and the target was on your back from Day
One.
Which leads me to Randy Moss. Randy, Randy,
Randy. I just don't know anymore. Here's a guy with
unbelievable stats as a receiver, and still harbors a bad
attitude wherever he goes. He jumped ship from the
Patriots earlier this season and went back home to the
Vikings. At that point, I thought Moss might prove
that you can go home again. I was wrong. Just a few
games into his stint with Minnesota, Moss was let go
and picked up by the Titans. Moss really never had
my respect as a person, but it's reached a new low. He
is pompous and arrogant and will never get the ring
that he deserves as a player. Bouncing around from
team to team in the last part of your career is a kiss of
death in the league, the best exception being Moss's
former teammate Brett Favre.
Which now leads me to the icy relationship between Favre and Head Coach Brad Childress. The
two have scuffled and had a war of words as far back
as last season when they argued on the sidelines during a game. There is not much love in that situation.
Favre's clutch career performance the other day
against the Cardinals may have saved Childress his
job. Had the Vikings lost on Sunday, we might be
talking about another open head coach position.
These two need to set aside their differences and
focus on winning ball games. Minnesota is not out of
the hunt just yet. They are 3-5 on the year and need
to keep winning to have a prayer at the playoffs.
Helmet-to-helmet contact has run rampant this
season. The NFL is at a crossroads in its history where
in order to preserve the safety of a brutal game they
have to tell players to be less brutal. What the league
doesn't need is a drove of career-ending injuries. It
may take one suspension or two to get the point
across that intentional helmet-to-helmet contact is
not going to be tolerated.

Men's Soccer Ties UNCG, Loses to High Point
BEN MAITLAND

Sports Editor
T h e Longwood University men's
soccer team fought UNC Greensboro of
the Southern Conference to a 1-1 tie in
double overtime on Tues., Nov. 2 at the
Athletics Complex in Farmville. The
Lancers were led by senior Harvey
Headley who scored tne lone goal while
junior goalkeeper Joel Helmick made
an impressive seven saves against the
Spartans (9-5-4).
"We applied ourselves tonight," said
sixth-year Head Coach Jon Atkinson.
"This is a combination of discipline and
hard work. Containing UNC GreensV
boro was a tough task, but we rode
through the rough patches and gave it
all we had. Unfortunately, the match

isn't 88 minutes, and giving up the late
goal slowed our momentum."
Both squads took it easy early in the
match before pressing their game plans.
UNC Greensboro had a free kick sail
over the net in the 19th minute. Just one
minute later, sophomore Vinnie Liana
sent a corner kick in the direction of
sophomore Patrick McDaniel who got
his head on it, sending it towards the
goal. The Spartan goalkeeper got his
hand on the ball, pushing it wide and
keeping the score tied at 0-0. The Spartans had an opportunity off a corner
kick in the 25tn minute, but freshman
Nick Surkamp kept the ball from finding the net. The teams went in to halftime tied 0-0. UNC Greensboro outshot
Longwood 5-2 in the first half while the
Lancers had a 4-3 advantage in comer
kicks.
Longwood took the lead in the 60th

minute after Surkamp sent a long throw
in over the Spartan defense to Headley,
who scored. The Lancers held on to the
lead until the final minute, when Hakan
Ilhan took a shot from 10 yards that
found the net, putting the score at 1-1.
The overtime periods continued the
same way regulation did, with both
teams launching shots but failing to
score. Helmick made one save in the
first overtime and two more in the second to keep up the tie for the Lancers.
UNCG outshot Longwood 16-9. The
Lancers had a 4-3 advantage in corner
kicks. Helmick made seven saves for the
Lancers. Peyton Ford played in goal for
the Spartans and made three saves and
allowed one goal.
The men's soccer team then lost 4-1
to High Point University of the Big
South Conference on Sat. night, Nov. 6
(Senior Night) at the Athletics Complex

•

Junior Joel Helmick defends the Lancers' net while battling University o< North Carolina-Greensboro. Photo Courtesy: longwoodlancers'com

in Farmville. Longwood (2-12-4) was
led by Surkamp who managed the only
goal against the Panthers (14-3-1).
"You have to give High Point the
credit; they're a good, well-coached
team," said sixth-year head coach Jon
Atkinson. "We came out slow and tentative. We regrouped in the second half
and created chances and played
through to the final whistle." Atkinson
also noted just how tough a season it
has been on him and his team.
High Point wrestled the lead away
early in the match when Scott Rojo received the assist from Shane Malcom
and scored in the fifth minute. The Panthers managed two more goals before
the half to take a 3-0 lead into the intermission. The Panthers were meticulous
and calculating, scoring three goals on
just six shots.
As the second half opened, the
Lancers trimmed the lead to 3-1 when
Surkamp sent up a shot that deflected
off a High Point defender and into the
goal in the 72nd minute. The Panthers
scored for the final time in the 79th
minute when Alex Martinez sent a shot
into the net.
High Point edged Longwood on
shots 14-13 and had a 4-2 advantage on
corner kicks. Helmick made four saves,
but allowed four goals in the loss. The
Lancers were led offensively by
Surkamp with one goal on three shots.
Headley and Liana each had three shots
as well. High Point goalie Michael
Chesler made six saves and allowed
only one goal. The Panthers were led by
Rojo with one goal and three assists,
while Martinez, Shawn Sloan, and Fejiro Okiomah all added one goal each.
The Lancers recognized three team
members on Senior Day in seniors Phil
Chaves and Headley and junior Cody
Merkes.

"Helmet-to-helmet
contact has run rampant
this season.5>9
Now, as a Dolphins fan, I hated what happened the
other day to linebacker Channing Crowder. Crowder
crossed the Ravens' line of scrimmage and got into a
shoving match with fullback Le'Ron McClain, who
then proceeded to spit in Crowder's face. Simply put,
that's downright nasty, especially for a grown man
who plays professional football. I hate players who
cannot act in a somewhat civil manner on the field.
That goes for all sports.
So, what's in store for the second half of the NFL
season? Expect more of the same, bickering, fighting,
firing and a hurt feeling here and there. Maybe some
football will be thrown in there, as well. Expect the
hits to keep on coming.

